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ANGELES ;. CALIFORNIA., TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1971;  9 t 30 A. M. 

THE COURT: People against Watson. Let the record show 

:all jurors:, all counsel and defendant are present. 

You may proceed, Mr. Bugliosi. 

MR-. BUGLIOSIt Yout Honor, de-fgnse counsel, Mr. Kay, 

:ladled and gentlemen of the juryii---You know, as X was listening 

-to Mr. Bubrick and Mt. Keith Address. yog folks, I. thought-to--

:ffILYPelf that although they learned-,t& law at their respective - 

 

- 	7 

    

law schools, they _didn-'t learn how t,o>be magicianzAt  
. 	- 

They didet learn how-to_pull a rabbit-  out of the 

when there wasn't any rabbi-- n the hat.- 	- ti 

Based on the evidence that came from that witness 

stand under oath, ladies and gentlemen. Mr. Bubrick and Mr. 

Keith's client, Charles Tex Watson, is guilty of deliberate, 

premeditated, first degree murder, and there is nothing they 

-can, do about it. 
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Tex Watson could have been represented by the late 

great Clarence Darrow and I don't see how twelve reasonable men 

and women could come back into. this -courtroom with a verdict 

below first degree murder. 

I wonder if any of yoU. folks •have read Victor Hugo' s 

account of the cctopus • Mr. Hugo- says that no one can appre-, 
chats such a fish, unless he has seen lt. 

He says that it has an aspect of scurvy and gangrene 

He describes it as a disease embodied in monstrosities. •The 

sailor calls it the devil fish. 

The octopus he says •does not have- a- beak to defend 

itself like a bird, or claws like a lion, or teeth .like an 
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alligator, but it does have what one could call an ink bag and 

then it is attacked, it lets out a dark fluid from this ink bag, 

thus making all of the surrounding waters dark and murky, and 

enabling the octopus to escape into the darkness. 

Now, I ask you, folks, is there any similarity 

between that description of the ink bag of the octopus and the 

psychiatric hocus-pocus defense in this case of diminished 

mental capacity? 
• 

nas mr. Watson put on any real legitimate defense. 

to to these murders, ladies and gentlemen, or has he soughtttO 

employ the ink bag of the octopus and thereby attempt to escape 
• 

full responsibility for these murders? 

The answer to that question I think is obvious, 

ladies and gentlemen. He has .so fight to employ the ii bag :Of 7  

the octopus for the 'simply reason that that is the only defense 

'-" he has to these murders. 

The only problem for Mr. Watson, of course, is that 

the ink bag is not a legally, recognized defense to murder. 

There are some defenses to Ammier: Self-defense, prevention 

of a felony, defense of others, but the ink bag hasn't yet 

reached the status of the law books. 

1 think you wouldn't lose any money if you wagered 

it never would. Stated another way, ladies and gentlemen. Mr.. 

Watson, by this psychiatric hocus-pocus defense, has sought to 

create a smoke screen around the facts in this case. 

His only hope is thatt, yon folks are going to be 

Axmable to see through the smoke screen tO the facts and come 

back with a verdict of first, degree murder. 

He is hopeful that your vision of the facts is going 
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to be obscured by the she and by the ink: 

We intend to penetrate that smoke screen and clear 

'lip the water, Which defehae counsel, have sought to muddy, so 

that you folks can .olearly see the evidence, the facts, 

issues in this case, so. that yOU li7soing to be able. to behold. 

the form of the retreating Octopus -and bring Charles Tex Watson 

back to ,faCe justice. 

The only 'problem I'm goiii g 4a have Au giving-0y 

final summation is that there is soadh-evidelice proving that 

Mr. Watson is guilty of first degregAitourder, and it is obvious_ 

he is guilty of first degree murd'r, tliat I have to actually -

fight from becoming complacent and I have to state the obvious, 
_ - 

which human beings frequently do--iiot vant-to• concern themselves "- 

5. with,. 	 , 

If I were just. to get-j...ip7hdriin my -final .summation 

• and -say, I'Mr. Watson is guilty.df Ijagt--degree murder, so return 
• - 

a verdict of first degree murcler,'"` thiS,type of an approach, 

without arguing in depth, Jaight'L'bef.Cre.ther arrogantv--: 

You -might thereby be. influenced in your verdict by 

this negative impression. So I'M going .to argue in depth-. I 

at going to state the obvious arid I., am not going to be comp .ac 

Ineid'enta ly.,' lad es sand 'Element  my final 

summation may last two days. I saw -acmeof you cringe when I 

said that. 

There are seven Murders here and I simply cannot • 

deliver a. final summation in a case of this magnitude in a 

couple, of hours. 

I 'want to add that bedauad I am going to argue 
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longer' than the defense attorneys is .no implied statement'by 

.Judge Alexander that you are therefore to give my Argument 

any sore weight than the argument of the defense attorneys. 

I. am zure that if they had' wanted to argue longer, 

t.TUdge Alexander would have perMitted them to do so. 

•-• - 
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In the last analysis, by and large the length of 

-an 4P0Ment is dependent upon the. decision of the individual 

attorney. ,,,..3n the last trial., one defense lawyer argues seven 

,aatIri s almost throWn out Of court, of course, but he 

`went 'as long as 1.4is voice Would hold up. 
wdnel+.7,-r- 

,Fortunately, none of us lawyers are that long-winded _ 

:.even. zolleaively. 

I might also say, ladies and gentlemen, that just 

.!,as yoU to" notes during the taking of testimony; it is perfect' 

permissible-and / would think advisable to also take notes 

..during final Summation, just as you took notes during the 

argument of the other- three lawyers, because although what 1 

am saying does not constitute evidence, you certainly can use 

the inferences, which I draw from the evidence in helping you 

reach a verdict. 

Mr. Keith made reference in hid argument to an 

instruction that his Elonor will give you, that if you have a 

reasonable doubt that 4r. Watson deliberated and premeditated 

:these murders,'  and meaningfully and maturely reflected upon, the 

gravity of his contemplated act, you cannot find him guilty of 

first degree murder. 

Let's talk aboUt this doctrine of reasonable 

doubt a little bit. The word "beyond" in the term "beyond 
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reasonable doubt.," is a rather confusing term, particularly to 

lay peOple. 

The principal definition of the word "beyond" in 

the dictionary is "over, over and above, more than. That is 

not the sense in which the term or the word "beyond" is used 

in the term "beyond a reasonable doubt." 

There is A secondary definition of the vord "beyond 

in the dictionary, that is, "to the exclusion of." 

This is the sense in which the word "beyond" is used in 

the term "beyond a seasonable doubt." 

The prosecution has the burden of 'proving that Mr. 

'Watson deliberated and premeditated these murders and maturely 

and meaningfully reflected upOn. the gravit of his .contemplated 

act to the exclusion of all reasonable .doubt., ;,not etAll possible 

.doubt, just all reasonable doubt. 

Of course,- there is. all the difference.in,the World 
• 

between a pOssible doub-tand a reasonable doubt. So with this 

in mind, ladies and gentleme'n, we .can .completely eliminate the 

word ":beyond" from the -term "beyond a reasonable doubt," and 

come up with this.: If you do not have a, `reasonable doubt that 

Mr. Watson deliberated and premeditated-  these murders-and 

maturely and meaningfully reflected on the gravity of the con-

templated act, convict him cif: fi-rpt degree murder. 

yOik do,  have a reasonable doubt., then convict him 

of second -degree murder 

We have" eliminated the word "beyond" from the term 

"beyond a reasonable doubt," and we still hde a very accurate 

:Statement and 'definition Of the --clOctrine,-.of reasonable doubt. 
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Obviously, ladies and gentlemen, the doctrine of 

reasonable doubt does not place and insurmountable burden upon 

the prOsecUtiOni  because if it -did., .we would never be able to' 

get a Conviction of first degree murder in any case. 

As his Honor will instruct you, a reasonable doubt 

ta not a mere possible doubt, because.everything related to 

Inman affairs and dependant upon moral evidence is open to 

some possible or imaginary doubt. 

Judge Alexander will instruct you that the prosecu—

tion does not have the burden. of offering that degree of propf 

which .excludes all posaibiiity of error and produces absolute 

certainty, because .as. he will instruct ybut  such degree of 

proof is. rarely,. if ever.,. potsible. 

Only moral certainty is required, not absolute 

certainty -- moral certainty, and Judge Alexander will instruct 

you that moral certainty is.  simply, that -degree of proof which 

produces conviction in an unprejudiced mind.- 

Xn,  summary, then., the prosecution doeS not, I 

repeat, the prosecution-does not have the burden of proVing 

that Mr. Watson had the'req0ired mental capacity for first 

.11egree Murder to the point where you are- absolutely positive 

and-absolutely sure and. absolutely certain that he had -the 

required mental capacity and have no doubt in your mind. whatsg-

ever. 

That is not the law, because such degree of proof 

is rarely, if possible. We only have the burden of proving 

his guilt to the exclusion of all reasonable doubt, not to the 

-exclusion, of all doubt. 

So the fact that you may have some small doubt in 
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your mind back in that jury room during your deliberations as 

2 to whether he had the required mental capacity -- and for the 

3 life of me, I don't see how you could eVen have a small doubt 

4 but assuming you do have a small doubt,"this does not mean 

5 that you are thereby duty, bound to come back into this coug,,:l. 

6 room with a verdict below first degree murder. 

7 	 It is-only that you have a•reasonabledoubt, and 

8 you can. define the word "reasonable" just as well as I can or 

9 any other lawyer. It is-a sound, sellable, logical doubt. 

10 _based upsih''theevideAce- - • 

11 = 	 Based- upon the evidence: in this case, ladies and 

12 gentlemen, not only..lan't 'there any reabonable doubt that Mr. 

13 Watson is 	 ., guilty of-seven'Willfil, deliberate, premediated,  

first degree murdels, there" is absolutely no doubt whatsoever.. 

Mr. Keith argued that in this trial we are only 

involved with first rand second degree murder-- first or second 

degree murder, he said. 

Nov, although his Honor will instruct you on all 

degrees of -criminal homicides, first degree murder, second degree 

murder, voluntary manslaughter, inVoluntary. manslaughter --

voluntary and involuntary.manslaughter obviously are not invoIve4. 

in this case arid second degree murdeg isnot involved either,. -

ladies and gentlemen, 
,, 	• 

	

Charles Ten Watson is ei,ther 	of first degree 

urger or he is not guilty of anything at all. A. verdict of 

econa degree murder would not, be consistent and compatible with 

he evidence that came from that witness stand 

If a person can go out on two separate nights with 
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• 

1 murder in his heart, his soul, his mincl, and drive to two 

2 separate residences-and enter those residences in the middle 

-.3-  of the night and mercilously stab seven human beings to death, 

4 and only be guilty of second degree murder, I say that is a 

5 complete utter travesty and burlesque and pervesion of justice. 

.6. 	 Furthermore, if Charles Tex Watson were as mentally 
7 

Incapacitated as Mr. Bubrickand Mr. Keith claim he was -- 

8 virtually having no mind at all -- he wouldn't be guilty of 

any crime at all, because if he doesn't have any mind, if he 

" .ra doesn't have any mind during these murders, he wouldn't be . 

11' able to perform criminal intent, which is a necessary element- 

12 of all crimes. 

13- 	 so I say that Watson is either guilty of firSt 

14 degree murder or be is not guilty of anything at all and he 

ji should get up- from that table and walk out of this courtroom -- 

16 one way or the other. 

17 	 M. Keith referred to the following instruction 

la on circumstantial evidence and he said it was favorable to 

19 the defense. 

20 	 Let's put this instruction_ umder a microscope And 

2.1 when we do, I think we will see that that instruction is not 

22 favorable to the defense, but it is favorable to the prosecu- 

23 tion. 

24 	 The instruction. which Judge Alexander will give you 

25 is entitled "Sufficiency of circumstantial evidence to prove 

26 specific intent," and it reads thusly: 

27 	 "The specific intent with which an act is 

28 	done may be Manifested by the •circumstances 
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surrounding its commission, but you may not find 

the defendant guilty of a willful, deliberate, 

premeditated first degree murderrunless the 

proved circumstances not only are consistent 

with the hypothesis that he had the specific 

intent to kill a human being with malice afore- 

thought, which was the result of deliberation 

and premeditation, as those terms are defined 

elsewhere in these instructions, but are irrec- 

onciable with any other rational conclusion." 

- Now, note the language of that instruction is not 

"irreconciable with any other conclusion." 

It is "irreconciabIe with any other rational con- 

clusion," and I submit that the- word "rational" is somewhat 

synonymous with the word "reasonable." 

So that the key word that I want you to underline 

in your Mind is the word "rational." "Irreconciable with any 
16. 

17' 

1$-

19 

20- 

21 

22 

 2 

24-*  

25 

.26 

• .27 

28 

other rational conclusion." 

Question,: Besides the rational conclusion that 

Tex Watson_ had a deliberate, premeditated intent to murder these 

'victims with malice aforethought, would another rational con-

clusion be that he did not have a deliberate. premeditated 

intent to kill these victims with malice aforethought? 

Would that be another rational conclusion, ladies 

and xgentlemen, or would that be One of these far-out-anything-

is-possible type conclusions? 

I submit, ladies and gentlemen, that a conclusion 

that Tex Watson did not have a deliberate, premeditated intent 
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1 to kill these people with malice aforethought would be 

2 ri4iculous. 

3 	 Tex Watson admitted on that witness stand on the 

4 night of the Tate murders he left for Terry Melcher's former 

5 residence, left the Spahn Ranch for that residence for the 

6 .specific purpose of killing the occupants and his state of mind 

7 , the folloWing night undoubtedly was the same. 

8 	 ' So the only rational-egmelusion is that 'Tex Watson 

49 A44:1114Ve 4 deliberate, premeditate intent to kill thete people 

10 with malice-aforethought, arid there is no other rational dom.- 

11 clutiOn that he did not have; The7refOr$, that instruction is 

12 :lavoxable to-the prosecution, not-to the defense. 

-Of courte4 giverriany set of facts or circumstances., 
, 	• 

14 -people can reach .as -many condlusiont afii,the power and' the 

15 fertility of their mind perilitsljigt not all of these conclusion-  

16 are Oing'to- be rational and,  reasonable=delusions. 

17 	 There-is an additional paragraph to that instruc- 

. 18 tien which Mt. Zeith also read:: 

19 	 -"Also, if the evidence as to such spedific 

20 	intent is susceptible of. two reasonable inter- 

21 	pretatiens,bne of which points to the existence 

22 	thereof and the other to the absence thereof, 

23 	yen:must adopt that interpretation which points 

`24 	to its.absenot. 

25 	 - 	on the other hand,. one interpretation 

25 	of the' evidence as to such specific intent appears 

27 	to you. to be reasonable and the other interpreta- 

28 	Lion to, be unreasonable, it would be your duty to 
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22 

.2 

accept the reasonable interpretation and to reject 

the unreasonable. 

There is that word '"reasonable" again, ladies and 

gentlemen. It tuna just, like a. thtead throughout the law, not . 

just the criminal law, but throughout all -areas of the law --

court law, criminal law. 

Again, unquestionably, the most reasonable, the 

most reasonable interpretation of the 'evidence is that M. 

Watson did deliberate and. premeditate the death of these human 

.beings with malice aforethoUght. An .interpretation that he did 

not, ladies and gentlemen, would not be reasonable. It would 

be unreasonable. 

With respect to circumstantial evidence proving 

intent, that is state of mina, I would like to point out that 

in every criminal trial, state of mind by definition is always 

proven by circumstantial evidence for the simple reason that 

you can never prove state of Mind .by .direct evidence. 

There is no known way to see what is oh a man's 

mind. You have to look at his conduct, his statements, all of 

these surrounding circumstances and from his conduct, from- his 

statements, from the surrounding circumstances, infer what -was 

on his mind at the time he engaged in the act in question. 

23 

24 

216.  

27 

28, 
 are circumstantial evidence. 

In other words, the only way to prove state of 

mind is by circumstantial evidence. Not only is circumstantial 

evidence the only way to prove state of mind, ladies and gentle-

ment, but circumstantial evidence is the most common type of 

evidence in• a criminal trial. Even fingerprint0 and confession 
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With respect to circumstantial evidence, I have 

heard it said, by a few' lawyers that circumstantial evidence was 

like a chain of circumstances and if one link breaks, the 

entire chain is broken. 

CirOumstantial evidence, ladies and gentlemen, is 

not like a chain. It is not like a chain at all. If it were 

like a -chain, then you could have a chain extending the span 

of the Atlantic Ocean from Nova Scotia to Bordeaux, France, 

consisting of millions of links and one weak link and that chain 

- is .brOken.' 

Circumstantial evidence, ladies and gentlemen, is 

'like a rope, the type of rope that he carried with him up that 

T=ong,- winding driveway on the night of the Tate murders. 

- _.It is like a rope and each fact is a strand of 

that rope- AAA as the prosecution piles one fact upon another, 

one clroUmstince upon another, we add strands and we add 

strength to that rope, until it is strong enough to bind this 

defendant, Charles Tex Watson, to justice. 

If one strand breaks -- and I am not conceding for 

a moment that any strand has broken in this- case -- but if one 

Strand breaks, that rope is not broken like a chain is broken 

when one link breaks. 

-The rope isn't even weakened. It's strength hasn't 

been diminished. 

Why? Because there are so many other„„ so many 

other strands of almost steel-like strength that that rope is 

still strong enough to bind this man here to justice. That is

what circumstantial evidence is all about. 

000014



True, one isOlated fact or circumstance might be 

cOmpatible with a. conclusion that he did not have the requisite 

state, =of mind, if you were to lookk at that isolated fact and 

in a vacuum all by itself. 

When you folks go back to that jury room, you are 

not going to look at one isolated fact. You are going to look 

at all of the facts, all of the circumstances, the total picture 

not just one isolated fact..  

And when you do look at all of th6 evidence in the 

composite, you are led to the irrestible conclusion that 

Charles Tex Watson did deliberate and preteditate the death of 

these human beings anal  therefore, is guilty offirst" degree 

Murder. 
4 

Circumstantial evidence in this ca0e 	Powerful, 

so massive, that the only rational conclusionf  the only 

xeasonable intetpretation is that he is guilty:of first degree 

=vier. 

Mr. Keith. and Mr. Bubrick said that Mr. Watson is 

not guilty :of the crime of conspiracy to commit murder. As 

you know, there are eight counts to this indictment: 'The 

first seven counts are murder counts, five Tate murders, two 

La Bianca murdert. The eighth count is a crime of conspiracy 

to commit murder. 

Now/  to some lay people the word "conspiracy" 

conjurs up something mysterious and complex. Actually, ladies 

and gentlemen, as Judge Alexander will instruct yon, a con 

spiracy is nothing more than an agreement between two or more 

people to commit a crime, followed by some overt act to carry 

52.67 
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out. the objects of that conspiracy. 

To constitute the agreement element of conspitACY, 

3 it must be showh that the parties had a meeting of the minds, 

4 'a: common intent, a common objectkve.. 

5- 	 However, to prove that there was an agreement, it 

6 'is not necessary to prove that the killers entered into any 

7 formal contract, either oral or written. 

8 
	

Wheh killers enter into a conspitacy to commit 

9. murder, ladies and gentlemen, they donLt sit down at a confer- 

10 ende table-With a stenographer present and if-the prosecution 

11 cannot offer into evidence that stenographid- transcript of the 

12' meeting, we are out of the ball game, nor is it necessary in 

J3 proving a Conspiracy, fot the prosecution to call a conspirator 

14 to the stand and utter the magic wordsr l% entered into a coh- 

15 spiracy,fl With so andso. 

16- 	 As his Honor will instruct you at- the .end of this 

11 
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'ease: 

"It is not necessary in proVing a conspiracy 

to show a Meeting of the alleged conspirators or 

the making of an express or formal agreement. The 

formation and existence of a conspiracy may be 

inferred from all the circumstances tending to 

show a common intent, and may be proved in the 

same way at any' other fact may be proved, either 

by direct testimony of the fact or by circum- 

stantial or by both direct and circumstantial 

evidence." 

Normally, you prove the -existence of a, conspiracy 
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by circumstantial evidence You look at the conduct of the 

parties involved and from their conduct:, you infer that they 

had entered into a conspiracy, since they seemed to be acting 

together with a common intent. 

Let me give you an example: A and B are charged 

with committing a robbery of a bank '-- let's call it the 

Gotham Bank -- it brings me back to Batman and Robin. 

The evidence of the trial shows that A and B were 

seen by witnesses entering the- bapktogether, armed with 

weapons. They held up the bank ta-gether and they fled in the 

same car together. 
that 

That is all the evidence/thers is. No other 

evidence. Now, under those-facts -to believe that A and. B did 

not even know each other _and ',just coincidentally decided' to 

rob- the same bank, at the. sgrite. -time-and found it. convenient to 

flee in the same car would not be. 'reasonable. 

Even, though there is no evidence, no evidence what-

soever Of any statement made. by A to B or B to A, no evidence of 

any preparation for this robbery, the inference is unavoidable, 

unegcapable that at some time prior to,  A and B.,  entering that 

bank, they must have gotten together apd agreed to rob that 

bank, i,e., they must have entered into an 'agreement or a con-

spiracy to commit• robbery, 

In other Words x. you prove, it, you. prove the 

existence of the conspiracy by circumstantial evidence. They 

were seen entering the bank, robbing the bank and leaving 

'together. 

The prosecution would not have the burden or putting 
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1 -on a witness who-was with A and B one hour earlier at. the Ajax 

Voolhall'and overheard A—and B agreeing to rob.  the bank. 
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In this case, we have proved the existence of the 

conspiracy to commit murder, not just by circumstancial evidence 

which is the typical way, but by direct evidence. 

'Linda Kasabian, ladies and gentlemen, was present 

with Manson and Watson and. these other people on these two 

nights of murder and she testified to what Manson and Watson 

and the others did and said. This is direct evidence. 

Her testimony clearly showed that on the first 

night, Manson, Watson and the others were acting together with 

a common intent. They certainly were not acting at cross 

purposes with each other, and on the second night Leslie Van 

Houton joined this continuing conspiracy to commit, murder and 

she, too, acted in concert, with them. 

To say that on these two nights there wasn't a 

meeting of the-minds, to say that there was no common intent 

among-  these people, is not sense, ladies and gentlemen -- it is 

nonsense. Of course, there was a meeting of the minds. Of. 

-coursel  there was a common objective. 

On both nights, Manson and Watson and the-Others 

entered into an agreement at Spahn Ranch to go out and kill 

And both night0 they were in the same-car, armed with deadly 

weapons. 

They drove to the victims' residences. They got 

out of the car tisgether. They entered the residence together 

and they killed these victims together. 

Even Tex Watson's testimony, even his testimony 
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shows, that there was a conspiracy to commit murder. The fact 

2 that it was Manson's idea, ladies and gentlemen, to commit 

3 
these murders is totally irrelevant. 

4 
	 The fact that it was Manson's idea, as opposed to 

5 
Watson's.idea, that is totally irrelevant. 

.6- 
	 .most invariably, conspirators don't form the same 

7 
idea to commit a crime at the same time. That would be too 

8 
much of a coincidence. 

9. 
	 One forms the idea, usually the leader, in this" 

10 
case Manson, and the others agree to go along with the .idea... 

11 
Ilere, even by Watson's.testimony, Manson told him to go -out and 

12 
Skill and. Tex, Sadie, Katie and Leslie unequivocably demOnstrated 

15 
their acceptance -of this idea by going out and killing. 

14 
	 The fact that Manson, Tex, Sadie And. Katie and . 

15 • • 
Leslie didn't utter the words, "We are now in the process of 

16 
entering into a cOnspiracy*" obviously does not mean that there. 

17 
.wasn't a-conspiracy; 

18 

	

	 If those words have to be uttered by conspirators, 

in, order to constitute a conspiracy, there would never be a 

20 
conspiracy, since people who enter into A conspiracy to commit 

21 
robbery or murder, simply don't utter Words like that. They 

22 
show their agreement by their conduct.. 

23 
	 So, in summary then, since there was a meeting of 

24 
the minds and a common intent on-  these two- nights of murder, 

25 
there was the agreement that they law' of conspiracy.  appaka about 

26 
. -The. agreement'element of conspiracy only requires A common 

intent, a common objective. 

Now, ag I indidAted earlier, in addition to the 
27 

28 
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I criminal agreement, to constitute a conspiracyi  one or- more of 

. the parties has to Commit some overt act to carry out the 

3 -.object of the conspiracy.. In this case 'here, the overt act 

4 " required by" the law of conspiracy would 'be these murders them- 

5 seilves,. No question about it. 

-6 
	 In fact, the mere driving to the, residences would ' 

-be an act to carry out the object of the conspiracy. So since 

these people., Manson and the rest, entered into a criminal 

-agreement tO;coitnit murder, and since they carried out that 
4 "- 

agreement Int.tne-oVert-Itdts of* murder/  there was a conspiracy 

to commit murder,a - 	- 

12 
	 --To say that these two nights, Manson., Tex-, and 

13 the others were not Working together-, tv say that they were 

1-4 ,acting independently of: each other„ at cross- purposeS with each 

15 other, to say there was no common intent, no common objective, 

16 is so ridiculous that it doesn't even rise to the dignity of 

17 being absurd. 

18 
	 Tex was a member of this conspiracy to commit mur- 

19 -der, and -as such, hp is guilty of Count No. VIII of the indict- 

20 ment, the count which cheirges him with the crime of conspiracy 

21 to commit murder-. 

22 
	 Mr. Keith argued that Watson and the others didn't 

23 
act cleverly on the night of the Tate murders. He said that 

24 . 
they did -stupid things and this shows that they were completely 

25 out of their minds. - - 

26 
	 - They were so stupid-, ladies and gentlemen, that 

27 everything -worked like clockWork. - 'Nothing went wrong. They 

28 murdered seven people and no one saw them do it. That is how 

8 

9 

10- 
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stupid they were. 

That is how clumsy and awkward they were. Mr. 

Keith said it was stupid for Mr. Watson to tell Linda to throw 

the knives and the revolver out of the care  if the polide stopped 

them. 

i 

i. 

3 

- 	4 

5 . 

6 

7.  

8 	, 

10 

11. 

12- 

13 

14
•  

15,  

16 

17 

18: 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23. 

- 24 

25• 

26 

27 

28 

He said this would be throwing the knives and the 

revolter out, right out on the street for the police to see. 

Obviously, ladies and •gentlemen, it goes without 

saying thatWatson tie never told Linda to wait •until thpolice .  

had stopped their car and were right next to them and then. 

throw the knives and the revolver out on the street at their 

feet. 	• 

It goes without saying that if she had arioppor- 

tunity,. Watson wanted Linda to throw the knives and the revolver-  

put of the car before the police stopped them. 	 , - 

It was dark. It was at night.. Certainly if they 

saw a police car approach, it wasn't beyond the reca'm of reason 

that Linda could have disposed of the knives by throwing them 

out of the car window onto some bushes..  

I might add. that, it appears that Mr. Keith believed 

Linda's. version that Tex told her to do these things, because 

Tex denied thig on the witness stand. Yet, Mr. Keith in his 

argument,- treats it as a fact. Maybe he doegn't even believe 

his own client. t don't know. 

Then, Mr. Keith said that Tex, Sadie, Katie and 

Linda Marched up the hill toward the Tate residence, taking 

incredible chances, of being seen and clambored over the fence. 

I don't know where he _gets that these people 
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marched up that hill, ladies and gentlemen. They probably 

slithered-up that hill like snakes. Where did he get they 

matched to 'trip beat of a band? Where does he Tit that? 

And when he. 'said they -clambored over the fence, 

they prObably undoubtedly creepy-Crawled over tiwt fence and 

with respect to taking chances that they be seen -- well, this 

is true. of Any Crime. This is. true of any Orite. 

In fact, these people took far more precautions 

than the average killer. A.Mong other things, no question about.  

it, they' chose a residence which is very, very secluded, can't 

be much more-secluded than this residence here, not in the 

overpopulated city of tos Angeles. 

It is a very secluded residence, showing a very 

secluded residence. They went there- in the Middle. of the night, 

middle of the .night, when everyone is asleep_ except. the 'goblins 

and these people. 

They dressed in black to blend in with the night 

and Sadie, Katie,. and Linda were even barefooted. They couldn't 

'have acted more surreptiously. 

He said if we,  had committed these murders, we 

would have done a better job in advancing toward the residence. 

/ don't know What we could have,  done that they didn't do., unless 

Mr. Keith' 'is suggesting that perhaps they should have been trans 

ported to-the residence. by helicopter and dropped in through 

the chimney.. 

They had to walk there. lioW else are they going to 

et there? It was as clandestine as .possible. 

Keith went on to say that even if 100 people 
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were inside this residence, 'Watson and, the others voUld'haVe--

tried to kill all of. theta, and this shows how completely crazy 

and mad they were.. And that is a bunch of hogwash. 

If there 'had been, aparty at that Tate residence 

with a large number of people, TeX Watson and the others 

woUld have done a crisp about face and run away. Watson doesn't 

like those type of odds4 ladies and gentlemen. 

Mr. Keith. went on to say-,that Watson showed how 

deranged and out of his laind:he was :by .entering the Tate-

residence without knowing who;Was 

He Said that_for .all-Watson knew, there may have 

been an, armed camp inside that-  tesidrnce with everyone armed 
 

to the hilt.. 

 

don't quite~ understand.-'Mr. Keith's argumeht. flis  

argument would be true of_a great nuinber of burglary cases, 

where a burglar enters a -residence in, the middle of the night, 

 

   

not knowing who is there..  

According to Mr. Keith's argument, I‘ gdesa every 

time a burglar enters a residence in the middle of the night, 

not knowing who is there, this proves that he is completely out 

of his mind and, therefore, he shouldn't be convicted of the 

burglary. He has no mind. That seems to be what he is saying. 

I might add that this armed camp argument is just 

a shade f.P if I might Say, Max -- just a Shade on the ridiculous 

Side. in 9.9-9/10 percent of the homes of this city, who lives 

in, the home-? A family or a single: person, perhaps, or a few 

•.sitifile people. There is no armed--camp. 

The chances of their being an armed camp Would be 
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one out of a trillion and Watson was willing to take those 

type of odds, but listening to the emphasis he put on the armed 

camps, armed camps are rather common in the city. 

I guess hereafter burglars should not only be on 

the lookout for signs "Beware of Dog," but now "Beware of 

Armed Camp," if we'are to follow Mt. Keith's argument. 

Mr. Keith argued that these murders were so savage 

and gruesome and the victims were stabbed so many times, and • 

the murders were so bizarre and senseless, he said, he con-

cludes this quote simply and solely by reason of their conduct 

on these two nights, they must have been crazy and mad and out 

of their minds. 

Then he says quote and totally escapable - of 

deliberating and premeditating' these murders. In other words, 

he looked at these murders and he said they were so gruesome, 

so bizarre. so vicious that the killers must have been crazy. 

Now, he seems to be implying, without directly 

stating it, that if these murders had not been so savage and 

bizarre, then perhaps a verdict of first degree murder would 

be justified,- but since Watson did commit savage, bizarre 

murders, this shows that he must have- been out• of his mind and., 

therefore, a verdict of first degree murder is not justifiable 

at all. 

In other words, Tex Watson deserves some type of 

credit for the fact that these murders were savage and grue-

some. This appears to be, in all deference to Mx. Keith, an 

extension of what I think is an illogical argument; in other 

words, prospective murderers ,should be told, "Dontt stab your 
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1 victim: once or twice. Ddn't do that* The more you stab your 

victims-, the more vicious the murders, the more gruesome the 

murder, the more biZarre the murder, the better chance you have 

cd' not being convicted of first degree murder. 

"Whenever you have an exceedingly bizarre and grue-

some murder, the killers must have been crazy so therefore 

don't convict them of first degree murder." 

Apparently, first degree murder is only reserved 

for the-,6Pmwon garden variety type of killer, the one who 

onlystabs his victims or shoots his victims onde or twice. 
- 
Of course, this type of argument or reason wouldn't -*r 

make -sense, but, as I say, Mr. muthr  although he didn't 
- 

,e4pressly:say this, in effect, this is what he was saying. 

The fact that a 'murder is.bizarre and gruesome, a0 

'many murders are, in no way means that the killer. didn't 

deliberite and premeditate the murder. 

If anything, I would say that the fact of bizarre- 

ness is circumstantial evidence that the murder was planned and 

deliberated and premeditated, because a spur of the moment 

instantaneous. -decision to kill, normally, will not result in a 

bizarre killing. 

Look at Dr.. Fort's testimony on thiS pointt 

"'Most bizarre behavior and most things that 

are antisecial and destructive occur for reasons 

other than schizophrenia or the direct effect of 

drugs and it is because of our desire- to find a 

simple explanation for complex behavior that we 

often think that such a. person who does such a 
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1 
	 terrible thing must be either crazy, meaning. • 	2' 
	 Schizophrenic, or-  under 	influence of a 

3. 
	 particular drug and in most instances/  they 

4 
	 are neither." 

5 
	 These murders were: bizarre and gruesome, ladies 

6 • and gentlemen, because Manson and Watson wanted them to be. 

7 :That is why they Were gruesome and bizarre. 

8 
	 Manson- told. Watson to make these murders as grue,- 

9 some as possible and. that is exactly what he did._ 'Certainly, 

.21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26- 

27 

28 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18- 

19 

20. 

Well, we have to first note that,even..Dr. Walter 

never concluded In his report that the brain damage was - • 

traceable to the ingestion of LSD or any othei- drug, and we 

have Dr. Pores testimony that over a million people have 

taken LSD throughout the years and there is no reported case 

of LSD causing brain damage. 

/ think Dr.'Fort•testified tht LSD completely 

leaves the body 45 minutes after its ingestion. Even the 

defense attorneys conceded that there has been no demonstrable 

medical evidence that LSD causes brain damage. 

Their conclusion that it does is pure unadulterated 

speculation, but there is a further point to consider. Even 

if LSD does cause brain damage, let's assume- that it does 

cause- brain damage, there is no conclusive evidence that 

be doesn't, deserve some type of credit,for itr'ladies and 

gentlemen, by a conviction below first degree murder. 

Butr  Mr. Keith. said, "I don't think there is any 

question that. Watson had brain damage.0: And-he feels that it 

probably resulted from Mt. Watson's ingestion of"rSD. 
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Charles Tex 'Watson had any brain damage at all, period. 

Although Dr. Walter testified that 'UCLA's EEG showed 

brain damage,- the Atascadero EEG showed 'no brain damage. 

Moreover, D. Waiter, the UCLA EEG expert, examined the 

Atascadero tracings and he came to the conclusion that the 

- Atascadero -- he agreed with Dr. Sherman that the Atascadero 

EEG did not show damage. 

Dr. Sherman examined the UCLA EEG and said that that 

did. not show damage, brain damage either. 

So t might add that the majority view as it were, 

is that there is no brain damage. 

There is a total of four possible opinions here. 

We have two experts, Sherman and Walter, and two EEG's at 

Atascadero and UCLA. 

Walter says Atascadero, no brain damage. Sherman 

says the-Atascadero and UCLA are no brain damage. 

Walter says UCLA is the'brain damage. At least in 

terms of numbers, three to one in terms of no brain damage. 

Although the UCLA doctors concluded that Tex's 

performance on the psychological test was evidence of brain 

damage, Dr. Bramwell, in his report' and. Owre„ concluded. that 

Watson's performance on the psychological test at Atascadero 

showed no brain damage; and Dr. Bailey, a brain surgeon examined 

Tex -- he is also a neurologist -- he said there was no evidence 

of brain damage,  

Dr.. Port also concluded nO evidence of brain damage. 

Dr. 'Eklund watched this man. almost on a day-to-day basis and 

his. conclusion: No eviden0e of brain damage. 
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1 	 We have no way of knowing, we have no way of know- 

2 ing for sure whether Tex Watson: doeS or does -riot haVe brain 

3 damage, but even assuming that. he does., Dr. Walter concluded 

.4. that it Was a mild abnormality.. 

5 	 Moreover, he testified that Watson's-  type .of brain 

6 damage,, if it existed -- I am not conceding that for a moment -- 

7 was not the type. to cause' .blackouts-. 

_Several of _the defense .psychiatrists -conceded that 
. 	• 

9 4  they had no :poiltive evidence there was any .-annexus:, any 

to  connection -between thealleged damage and the commission of 

these murders. 

Dr. 3ohr said certainly brain damage doesn't 

necessarily impair one'li judgment. 

-- Further, .keep two points in Mind._ Na-.. 1, the UCLA 

EEG was administered On,Aptil 9th, 1911, not at the time of 

these murders-, an Dr:: Walter concluded that he has. no way of 

.knowing what an EEG would have refledted if it had, been given 

to Mr. Watson at the time of these murders, August Sth, 9th and 

10th. Furthermore, a final point, even if Watson did have 

20 brain damage on the dates of these' murders, which we don't know, 

21 we don't know that, but even if he did, there is one thing we 

22 do know, that it in no way prevented him from deliberating' and 

23 premeditating these murders with malice aforethought. The 

24. evidence shows that. 

25 	 Mr. Keith argued that anyone who would believe in 

26 such a far out weird. philosophy like helter-skelter must be 

27 orazy and therefore suffering from diminished mental capacity. 

I don't think that this is a valid argument, ladies 

12' 
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and gentlemen. There are literally thousands upon, thousands 

of religions, 'creeds, cults and sects in this world and many 

of them have belieft and tenets that are downright absurd, 

they sound completely incomprehensible to the majority of 

civilization. 

These religions collectively have millions of 

adherents who completely embrace all types of abstruse and 

fantastic notions about the universe and the destiny of the 

soul, mysterious spells and rites of magic, astrology, occultism, 

superstitious incantations, all kinds of weird practices. ̀ and

beliefs are incorporated into these religions. 

But that doesn't mean that if a =member of",on4* Of 

these weird religions goes 'out and commits murder, that he-is 

' incapable of committing first degree murder,. that It has td.  

be- second degree murder. 

He is just as capable of committing first - degree 

murder as anyone else. 'The 'fact that a person has strange 

beliefs, religious or otherwise, does not mean that they are 

suffering from diminished mental capacity. 

Dean Moorehouse testified, the self-ordained 

minister testified that there is no such thing as death and 

he said he has been on this earth for eons and eons of years. 

Do you remember he said that, and Paul Watkins 

testified that he,. Manson, and several other members of the 

family went out to the fount of the world near Spahn Ranch and 

they met a religious group out there and that group told 

Wakins that their leader, their guri, had hung on a cross for 

three days. Apparently,- that group thought that their leader 
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was Jesus Christ, just like some members of Manson's family 

thought that he was Jesus Christ. 

But if the members of the fount of the world drop 

out, go out, ladies and gentlemen, and kill or if people like 

Dean Mooreheuse, with weird beliefs like Moorehouse, go out 

and kill, they are just as capable of first degree murder as 

anyone else. 

Helter-skelter in the last analysis wag a form of 

a religion to Manson and his family. it was a religion of 

death and destruction that they lived by. 

Manson/  of•course, as Mr, Keith said was the evil 

guruwho founded this religion and his family were his faithful 

followers and Mr. Keith concedeg that. helter-skelter was a 

formkof a religion. 

This helter-skelter philosophy, in fact, ladies 

and gentlemen -- I want to analogize it to some weird religions 

or some weird aspects. 

This helter-skelter philosophy is somewhat analogous 

to a basic tenet of the. Jehovahlt Witnesses. The• Jehovah'S 

Witnesses also believe in Armageddon, which is the' last final 

destructive war on the face of this earth among men. 

In fact, Armageddon is referred to in Revelation 

16y which is just a few pages and a few chapters after Relevai-

tion 94 the chapter that Manson was so' familiar with. 

Jehovah's Witnesses believe that Armageddon will 

occur in the year 2914. At that time.  satan, who the Jehovah's 

Witnesses believe to have been imprisoned the previous. 1000 

years, will be Set free to spread evil and destruction. 
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2hoSe who survive ArtageddOn will be diVided into 

:two classesl No.. I. the consecrated class, who will consist 

of 144000 people. 

You remember MansOn told his family that during 

helter-akelter his family would grow to 144000 people. 

The-12 prides of Israel, referred to in Revelation 
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'is 7. 

The Jehovah's Witnesses believe that these 144.000 

people will rise like sprits into'theme upper air and live and 

reign with God. 

The second ,class 'Will cOnsist of all remaining 

will have everlasting peace, free from war, 
. 	- 

Oppression-and death. 	- 
• • 

people who 

eternally. 

survive Armageddon-. -- -Thei Will live on earth 

They will increase 'and Multiply and populate the 

earth. Now, what will reiriat-._from a constant multiplication, 

-of hump beings with no one ever dying is' left, Of course, to 

.the imagination. 

That is as pretty far out philosophy. That is a 

; pretty fat out philosophy of thA,  JehovahrsWitneSses and hot 

'nearly as far out and strange as the tenets of many, Many - 

- other religions.. 

Rut I will, tell yOU a little' secret, ladies and 

- qentipmen4  iff-a Jehovah witness pita. gun. in hig rocket and: 

'Arives across town and enters a home, or an apartment or a bar 

and shoots someone to death, he is just as guilty, of first 

degree murder as anyone else. 

28 	 Charles Tex Watson -cannot,hide behind this far out 
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philosophy of helter-skelter. It is a philosophy and a 

religion that he voluntarily bought from its founder, Charles 

Manson. 

It is a religion that he lived by and in the early 

morning hours of August the 9th and 10th, 1969, it is a 

religion that he murdered by. 

The fact that he believed in this far out philosophy 

and religion, no more shields him from a conviction of first 

degree murder than the mysterious occult beliefs of other 

stranve religion shields their followers.- 

Mr. Bubrick said that he couldn't see the relevance 

of the testimony of Denise Mallett and Robert Xing and the 

testimony of Paul Watkins, how he acted in, Texas, up at the 

,county jail, and up at'Atascadero. 

The relevance and" significance is simply this, 

ladies and gentlemen: As Tex Watson sits before you right now, 

he is not the best specimen of health.. 

for one thing, he is considerably underweight. 

Now, looking at him for two, months, ladies and gentlemen, as 

you have had to do, could cause you to forget that this is not 

the way, he looked on these two dark, black nights'of murder. 

Z show you these two photographs again. You -have 

already seen them, but I want to show. them to you again, because 

of their immense importance. 

What is the expression? One picture is better-than 

a thousand 'words? 

This= picture, Exhibit 302, is the way Tex looked 

in the summer of 1969 at the time of these' murders. Here is 
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1 the 'way he looked, ladies and, gentlemen, later in Texas, 

2 People's Exhibit 306, November-December 1969, very healthy4  

3 very robust. 

4 
	

Juan Flynn testified that Watson Weighed 50 to- 60 

5 pounds more in the summer of 1969 than he does now. 

6 
	

Paul Crockett testified that in his opinion, Watson 

7 weighed between 160 and 180 pounds and that he was strong and 

8 well-coordinated and he: said that if he saw Watson now on the 

street, he wouldn't recognize him.•  

10* 
	

- The .fact that Watson doesn't look too healthy and 

r9bust now, ladies and gentlemen, has absolutely no legal 

12-  relevance.,  
13, 	• 	If the defendant's physical condition at the time 

)41' ofiriailiad any relevance., then some evil person could bury 

15 - 20-0:per4Ons alive and just before his trial sever his legs and 

.16; arms;and:be brought into court in a. basket and because of his 

17 ' horrible physical condition, I guess, he would be entitled to 

18 some type Of a break. 

19 

	

	 In the summer .of 1969 he looked good. After the 

murders, he looked good. Back in Texas his intercourse with 

2'l Denise Mallett was very, very vigorous. 

22 	 It is just that now -- it- is just that now facing 

23 4 conviction of first degree - murder, and the possibility of 

24 the death penalty, he is physically, mentally, and emotionally 

25 weakened, but this isn't unusu al_ at all, ladies and gentlemen. 

26 	 It is rather common for someone facing a death 

27 penalty to fall apart. Even Many of history's most brutal 

28 murderers couldn't face the punishment that Was coming to them. 
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The- incredibly 0'4 Satanic Adolph Hitler, whose. 

2 Third Reich wrote .perhaps the darkest, ugliest chapter in human 

3. history/  when the Allies were closing in on him in _April. of 

4 1945, in that bunker, he shot himself in the head. He couldn't 

5- 
 take a trial and the punishment that he knew he had coming. 

	

6 
	 Three of his bootlicking slaves took similar outs: 

7 3oseph Poebbels shot himself in the head in the bunker, Heinrich 

8 , Himmler, whose job was to carry out Hitler's final solution, 

9 the attempted genocide of the Jewish race, bit on a poison 

10. tablet as his captors neared and Herman -doering, what did he 
• 

11 do? - 

	

12 
	 ue was in a jail cell ,like Tex Vatson.d He• lost a 

13 lot of -weight and he couldn't take it any more . and he hung 

14 himself in the cell. 

	

15 
	 Tex Watson, like many other killers of" thepast, 

16. ...ladies and gentlemen, has physically,. mentally, and.  emotionally 

17 -fallen apart at the seams, bacauSe he..is -afraid of being. con- 

18 victed of first degree murder wnd a sentence of death,-but 

1:9 this has no relevance to any of the• issues in this case. 

	

20 
	 When Watson returned to Texas in October and 

21 'November of 1969, as People's 3O6 showS, he looked good. 

	

22 
	 Denise Mallett said• that Tex looked great, the gy 

23 looked, great. She said I noticed nothing wrong with him at 

24 all except he had lost a little weight and he had some new 

25 

26 

27 

28 

7,ven had the same personality, but she said other 

than that, it was the same old Tex Apparently, Manson and 

drugs- didn't have that much, effect upqn him when he wasn't in 
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Custody. 

Before he came out to California., she said he was 

a lot• of fun and she had a. good time with him. When, he comes 

back from California, she said he is still a lot of fun and. she 

had a good. title with him; 

This severe depression that all of these psychia-

trists are talking about, ladies.,and gentlemen, that is .a 

result of his being in 'custody and on trial for his life. . 

He certainly wasn't depressed that one week in 

Texas with Denise, when they were going to the Holiday Xnn and 

other places like that. 

Even when he was incarcerated in Texas, Robert 

Xing., the jailer.,.. testified that. he was a model prisoner, 

clean, well-shaven, orderly, never gave anyone any trouble, but 

that was. because he was close to his parents. 

They -were bringing him the food that he wanted. 

He had a., television in his cell. and his incarceration was 

.relatively pleasant. 

Evan at Atascadero he 'was desCribed by Dr. Ogre as 

being a. model patient; didn't live anyone any trouble, but 

again there they were concentrating an his nutrition. 

He put on 14 pounds, 1.11 tO 124.. He had. been 

removed from- the Los Angeles area where hit trial was scheduled 

to take place and this vas a temporary reprieve for him, as it 

were, and he responded very well-..- 

To shoW how well he responded,. one week before they 

sent him up to Atascaderol  he was being tube fed. He gets up 

there and the first day, not necessary to. tube feed him and he 

1 
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7 
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1' 

2 

.3,  

4 

6 

7 

8 

1.1 

12 - 

13 

• 14 

15: 

16 

 17 

1.9 

- 20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

eats a 'very hearty- meal. 

• NOV, in. October 	'70, when he is in Los ;Angeles, 

he is in Custody in the .same city where the trial is ,going to 

take place., he is in jail, not. a hospital, and he is not 

- getting the food and the treatment that he wants,, so he did 

all of these crazy things described .by Dr. Abe. 

So when he is getting- what he-  wants, he is a Model 

..prisoner. *len- he is- not getting what he wants, he couldn't 

. be a worse -:prisoner. 
. 	, 

'Watson hiVs.eif admitted, he. admitted this, that 

his ,physicial deierioration at the Los Angeles County Jail was 

in. direct response, to' the treatment he got: 

	

‘sTA 	But you, X take it. that your conduct 

at tea Las ing4es County Jail, .Mr: Watson, 

when-iiou'iduIdnit talk to anyone,. or you wouldn't 

eat, you. h'ad to. be tube fed, when you relieved 

yourself on the floor and things like that, this 

was in direct response to the Way they were 

treating 'you here at the Los Angeles 'County Jail? 

	

"A. 	'I believe so, yes." 

So his catatonia, his great loss of weight, his 

being mute and uncomunicative i  his expectorating was directly 

related to the nature of hit incarceration here in Los Angeles. 

o, in answer to lir. Bubrick's question, the 

significance of all of this testimony of Hallett and Xing, et 

cetera, is to show that his present anemic condition has nothing 

to do with mental illness, nothing to 'do with -mental illness. 

It results from his being in custody and facing 
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1 -trial.. 

Keith did point out to this photograph, 

People's -- or I think it is adeftndant's exhibit -- and he 

says that Tex looks pretty bad here in this photo. This was 

taken in April 1969, ladies and gentlemen. 

Now, I think that Tex looks rather healthy and 

strong right here, but he does look a little spaced out and 

that is because of something that Mrs Keith didn't tell you. 

This was taken at the Van Nuys jail •in April 1969 wheh he was 

arrested for being under the influence of drugs. The,drug 

2 	• 

3 

4 

-6 

7 

8

9  

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

• 21 

22 

23 

24 
	 I-  think it is human nature for people to be 

25 inclined to think that whenever someone makes a concession, 

26 giving up something, that they don't have to give up, the person 

?7 
making that concession is going halfway and therefore he is 

28 more apt. to be correct about that which he has• not conceded. 

was what? Belladonna. 

So if he looks a little spaced out in this photo-- 

graph, it is because he was under the influence-of belladonna.: 

Bubrick said: 

"we. haven't made any effort to contend that 

Tex wasn't involved in these killings.. Mr. Watson 

admitted this. The •  only issue is his state of 

With respect to 	admitting, ladies: and 

gentlemen, that he killed these victims, I woul-d like to dis-

miss a point with you, which is somewhat of a trap, in that it 

is easy for :a human being to fall into this trap without even 

realizing it,. 
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3 

4 

.5 

6 

7 

8 

..AS applied to. the situation here, in all murder 

trials:, the prosecution has. to prove two things: That 'defendant 

committed the act of murder, is responsible for the murders, 

under the theory of aiding and abetting a conspiracy; and, 

1s19.. 2, that the defendant has the requisite state .of mind, in 

other words, act plud intent. 

In this case, Mr., Watson, ladies and gentlemen, has 

readily admitted. the. first 'element, that. he committed these 

murders. 

Now, I certainly hope that none of you folks feel 

that just because Mr. Watson has made a concession as to,the 

aot. of killing, the fact that he has not ,conceded that; he has 

a requisite. state of mind, necessarily means that his defense 

of .diminished mental capacity must have some merit, that since 

he has conceded something he didn't have to,  concede, he and 

his attorhey8 are being reasonable and have a point, when they 

don't concede that he had a requisite state .of 

Mr. Watson hasn't conceded anything, ladies and 

gentlemen ,. nothing: Although from a, legal standpoint he has-

',conceded-something he didn't have to concede, for all intents 

- and :purposes he hasn't conceded anything. 

Linda Xasabian was with this man on thee* two dark 

nights of murder and she offered eyewitness testimony, direct 

evidence,, the even saw him shoot SteVen Parent to death and 

mercilessly Stab WOjiCiedh Prykowski on the front lawn of that 

:Tate residence. 	. 

las fingerprints were found on the outside of that 

400z:  at the Tato residence and no two people. on the fade of 
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1 

o 	2 

this earth have the same identical fingerprints. 

When you leave your fingerprints at the scene of a 

3 murder, that is like leaving your calling card, your name, your 

age, height, weight, color of eyes, and hair, Social Security 

5 number, and every other identifying characteristic. It is 

:6 the end of the ball game. 

7 
	

With all of this overwhelming evidence, with 

8 Linda's testimony, the fingerprint, testimony, is he supposed 

9 to get up on that witness stan and -say, "I wasn't involved in 

10 

1_1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1-6 

17 

18' 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 _, 

these Murders, wasn't there-" 
• 7 

It-wOuld have, been laughable. So he has to admit 

,these killings and try to squeeze out of the tirst-degree mur,  

der conviction some other Way:- 

- Please dona't:thinWr Iadies and gentlemen, that 

the prosecution never hid Linda Xasabian's testimony and his 

fingerprints weren't found on the outside of that fro4t door of 

the Tate residence, you ask yourself whether this man would 

have taken that witness stand and admitted these seven killings. 

It seemed that a Majority of Mr. Bubrick's argumemt 

concerned. itself with an attack on Linda Kasabian. Not only 

did he question her truthfulness on the witness stand but he 

made what I think is am incredible statement that Linda 

because he has admitted the act of-killing that his contention 

with respect to state of-.Mindompthave some merit. It has 

no merit. at all. 

The fact that. he admitted these killings does not 

give it any merit, it doesn't have in the first place. You 

might- ask yourself this question back in that jury room: If 
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'Itasabian, of all people -- of all people he chose 	he. said 

that she was Manson''s chief lieutenant. 

She was in charge of the group once they left 

Spahn Ranch. Suffice it to say, ladies and gentleMen, that 

there is not one small submicroscopic speck of evidence that 

Linda was in charge of that group once it left Spahn Ranch. 

Not only doesn't 'Linda testify anything from which 

anyone -could draw this inference that she was in charge, but 

Mt. Bubrick''s own client,- Tex Watson, When he took- ilet witness 
ti 

stand never even remotely suggested that Linda liras in charge. 

So where he gets. this,. I don't know. 

That conclusion is not based -on anything-  that .came 

from this witness stand. His assertion is just a bald, naked 

declaration that is not predicated on the- evitince.- 

I will, discuss later on =how we know that. Linda 

Kasabian told the truth on that witness stand and how we know 

that Tex Watson was in charge of that group,„ once it left Spahn 

Ranch. 

I almost got the impression from Kr. Bubrick's 

argument that Linda, not Tex Watson,. was the one who was on 

trial for these murders. 

He repeatedly attacked her character and he said 

that Linda is tough and she has a heart of stone. 

Hid client put seven people in a pine box six feet 

under the ground, and all he says about him is that he is a 

little country hick. who fell into the clutcheS of Charles 

Manson., but Linda, who didn't kill anyone at all, she has got 

a. heart of stone and she is tough. 
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Now, that topsy-turvy reasoning:, X don't understand, 

2 ladfes and gentleMem. 

3 
	 Linda, -we all know, she is no angel and shy would 

4 be the first one to admit that, certainly was cut out of 

5 different cloth than Manson, Watson, and these three girls, 

,6 ladies and gentlemen. 

7 

	

	 She was the only one of the group, the only one of 

the group who never entered either the Tate or the La Bianca 

reSidenaes and the only girl who did not do any stabbing, what-
, 4, 

 

In fact, on the night of the La Bianca murders, she 
A 

saved a,human life by deliberately knocking on the "wrong door. 

Although•she did not physically participate in these murders, 

Phe-:'.waS_so aghaSt at these murders, that'three days after the 

  

ImArders,_she left Manson and the faiiily. The rest of them 

stayed' with Manson almost to the very end. 

17 	 The family Was arrested up in Darker Ranch, a 

4esoluter  secluded rock strewn hideout, from civilization in the 

ohter perMeters of Deathr Valley Ln Inyo County, California. 

Incidentally, Mr. Bubrick said that Linda decided 

total her story on'y after Susan Atkins, retracted her story, 

which in match of 1970. 

New; that is not the. evidence that came from that 

witness stand. landa was extradited back to California from 

New Hampshire on December the 3rd, 19,691  and she testified on 

26 that witness stand that from the moment she arrived in Los 

27 Angeles, which was four months before Susan Atkins retracted 

her story, she wanted to tell the authorities everything that 
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she knew about these murders, but her attorney, Gary Fleischman, 

did not permit her to do so. 

r Kubrick said that prior to these murders, Linda 

had gone on creepy-crawling missions into homes. Again, I 

don't know where he got that. 

Linda didn't have to admit that she• had ever gone 

on any creepy-crawl mission, if she didn't want to, but she 

said she did on one occasion. She. and Sadie entered a car, 

took some credit cards. 

She said she never had entered. a home. ' Mr. Bubrick 

argued that Manson most likely ordered Watson to  :wash the blood 

.off their bodies after these murders and dispose ,of their 

clothing and, of course, Tex testified' to. this on the witness 

stand, but isn't it Strange, ladieg and-:gentlemen, that out 

Of a whOle .hatch of psychiatrists who :ezcarained -qtr: Watson,• 	and 

interrogated him on what instructions 'Manson gage: him, he never 

told one singlet  solitary psychiatrist. that Manson told him to 

wash the bloOd. off his body and the other bodies and dispose of 

the clothing. 

We heard it for the first time when. Watson took 

• that witness stand. 

Would the Court like to take a recess? 

THE COURTI Ladies and gentlemen-, we will haVe. our. Morn-- 

ing recess at this time and once again:, please heed the usual 

admonition. 

(Recess.) 

THE COURT: People agAins-tWatsCone 

tet the record show all jurors are present, all 
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counsel and the defendant are present. 

Mr. Bugliosi, you .:may proceed. 

MR. BUGL/OSIA You know, when you come right down to 

it, separate the wheat from the chaff, and the diamonds from 

the rhinestones, one of the principal thrusts of the defense 

In this case 7*"" you might almost say it is the principal con--

tention of the defense -- is that Charles Manson is-totaffi 

respontible for what Tex Watson did. 

Xn fadts, T would say that in 90 percent of Mr. 

Xeith's argument* 90 percent ofhis-iargUment„ he spoke-about 

what a nice person Mt. Watson. was': before he net Mr. Manson, 

and Mr. Manson, with the help of drugs-1-converted Watson into 

a killer. 

He said Charles Watsonaw a smalltown high school 

hero. '$e did well in high school. Ile worked hard in the onion 

factory. He never engaged in violefIce.- Everyone said he was 

a nice guy. 	 • - 

But then he went ,on to say/that Watson then met 

Manson, a very evil manc  a devil, and Manson and drugs changed, 

him, he said. Mr.-2Bubrick_Ogued essentially the same thing. 
,, 

21 	 I want to respond to this and 1 am going to respond __ 

22 in considerable depth because Lthinkt„this is, if it, is .not 
4•„. 7_ 

the heart of the defensels case, it certainly is one of the 

principal thrusts of their casEY. 1  
—„..., 

Ladies and gentlemen-"oi th'S-jury, -if one were to 

deck the background and history of etrerykilletr, of every 

murderer, one Would find some reason for, some reason why they 

- becaMe a killer. 

23 
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The reason might be their rearing. It could be 

their environment. it could be the influence of a third party 

upon them, some congenital disposition toward violence, a 

combination of two or more of these reasons .or some other 

5 reasons, but 'whatever the reason, there is always a reason why 

6 a person develops into a 'murderer, 

7 	 When Mr. Keith says that Mr. Watson was a small- 

town high school hero, and he did well in high school and 

worked hard in the onion factory and everyone liked him, all 

he is saying is that Charles Watson wasn't always a murderer, 

We are not contending that he was. No,  murderer was 

always a murderer. Check the background of any vicious murderer 

and you will p;obably find him playing in .a sandpile and going 

14 fishing With his'latker, maybe playing in the .school band. 

5 	 - :Killers don't emerge from their mother'S womb fully 

16 ripe and diad-b/doded-murderers wielding knives and guns. Of 

course not. 

They develop into murderers and the reasons why 

- they develop into murderers are multifold and varied, but 

whatever the reason, there is always a reason. 

All Mr. Keith and Mr. 13ubrick are telling you is 

that Some of the reasons why Mr. Watson became a killer are 

24 

25 

26 	 Mr. Keith's and Mr . Bubrick ' 8 statement about 

27 Mansen's• influence and, drugs is just an explanation, and a 

28, partial one at that, why Charles Watson became a murderer, but 

2 

3 

4 

8 

9 
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U  
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27 

23 Charles Manson and -drugS. 

So what? Every killer has a reason for becoming a 

killer. 
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3 

that explanation i.n no. way justifies a,verdict below first 

2 degree murder. 

Now, true, Mr. Watson got some new values and new 

4 beliefs from Mr. Manson, although' it appears that he was pick- 

5 ing up these values and beliefs from Dean 'Moorehouse before he 

6 even met Charles Manson, but even assuming that Manson gave 

7 Watson these new beliefs and values, Manson-  didn't forge these 

8 beliefs and values upon Watson. 

9 	 Re accepted them voluntarily. Why? 

lo appealed to him. 

Beca'use they 

11 

12 

13 

111,  
16 

17 

18. 

19' 

20 

21 

22' 

23 

24 

25 

26 • 27 

28 

Certainly Manson's sick philosophies on life-did 

not appeal to everyone, but they:  id appeal to Charlds Watson. 

Moreover, I think it is very, very common for people ;to' change ' 

their beliefs and values during their lifetime. 

.one of the principal reasons for ;doing go is -their --

interaction with other people and the influence tb.-at.these:  

other people have upon them. 

Sometimes these people are good influences. Some-

times they are bad influences. 

Charles Manson was a bad influence, but how does 

the fact that Manson gave Watson some new beliefs and values, 

and was a bad influence upon him, have anything under the stars 

to do with Watson's criminal responsibility for these murders. 

Say that TeX Watson had these beliefs and values 

'-before he even met Manson -- such as it is -not wrong to kill a 

-fellow human being, would he then be fully responsible for 

-these murders? 

But since he got these ideas from Manson, he is not 

000045
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fully responsible? Would that 'make sense? 

doing back to -flitler agai*- ,.his followers were 

fanatical disciples of him and;,they-1;eiieved that Hitler was 

serving some noble purpose by riddirig he Third Reich of Jews, - 4 

5 and these same fanatical f±41gwets .of Hitler murdered the Jews 
.,.„ 

at places like AUschwitt., Buchenwald., Vreblinka, Belse!t, _to  

-.carry :out Hitler's attempted genticide cif:,the human raCef• 

iAit'beieause these .fariatigal' fdlIowers of Hitler 

the example is,a clear one. 

It is not necessary ..to use- the Hitler example, not 

even necessary to use- -murder. There are many, many other • 
:common . examples where ,one person comets under the control. of 

	

... . 	 „ 	....,- 	. 	, 	 .. 
another' person," as the defense alleges thee Watson came under 

.., ...._ 
the.  control of Manson*.',.--- - ,.,..., . --. .,_ 

	

., 	 ,.. 	.,. 
Ypu can even tale a woman-  -- take a woman. She 

gets -Married to, a man. and lo and behold it. turn aut that thiS ... 
"man. is. a bUrgIar, and a robber 	-...: ... , 

- She doestrirt .3tn4w. that at the: time she married. hit. 

,100,7 

16 • 

17 

:1$ 

19' 

- . .20 • 

21 

22 

23 

24 

_ 25 .She falls completely 'under his -d,omina.tion and he talks her into 

committing burglaries and robbdries with him. 

She starts believing-  in theft as a way of life and 

`she becomes a confirmed, burglary and robber. 
- 27 

„ 28 

were totally subject-an4 iiilbservient.,to him, and he,  had con-,  

winced. him that it was all right-to Xill,,Jews., 	/la way -makes 

them less responsible ,for the--hpreibii-imurders -they Corratkitted. 
• ww 	 - 

The .reason I use this- Ritteri'•analOgy is that . Mr. 

Bubrick f  and E think Mr. Keith, analogiXed.:-Manson to Hitler 

arid, of course, le was incredibly-  Satanic-- in ,witat he did, so 
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one day they get caught. Can she be heard to say 

i-n a court of law, "I was a good person before I met my husband:. 

never even stole a grape in a grocery store. He is the guy 

who-  changed me. if it weren't for him, I would never have 

.committed these burglaries or robberies. Therefore, I am not 

gUilty of .these burglaries or robberies or I am not fully 

responsible..“ - 

She is just as responSible for these burglaries 

-and robberies as if she would be if:iihe did these -things Cow-

pletely on her own. 

'Not -only is - there always: a reason why a person 
•- the 

'becomes a. murderer, but as with/robbery example., there is a 

reason why every criminal ,becomes a criminal.. 

Take some pathetic heroin addict who lives in a 

flea, bag hotel room and spends -the' 	:little money he has not on 

milk and bread and other-iood but l'on. the terrible drug, 

heroin. 

Many heroin addidts come froM better backgrounds 

than this man- right here., Charles Tex Watson. .Many of them.  

:were formerly professional men. 

And the, stories about how they destroyed their 

lives and ended up in that flea bag hotel room very frequently 

ate real tear jerkers, but does that mean that they are there-

fore exempt frOm the heroin statutes? 

No. They are convictedf for potseSsion of heroin 

just like anyone. else. 

W,atson just didn't use drugs, ladies and gentlemen, 

he murdered seven precious human beings, yet he wants some type 
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of a 'tweak, because of the influence that Manson. had upon him. 

I repeat, this is very important and I'm going to 

dwell on this 3n. depth; There is always some reason -why a 

killer becotes a killer and in every'court Of law, in every 

Criminal case, you can find. some psyChiattist who take that 

witness stand and tell the jury or the judge no particular 

reason why a particular defendant committed murder. 

- I am sure Charles Manson 	am sure Charles 

Manson-became the human Monster that he is4  because of some 

reasons also, ladies and gentlemen, but thote reasons, no matter 

what they were, novore exempt Charles Manson front a conviction 

of first degree' murder than Manson's influence over this man,. 

and hiS ingestion of drugs, exempt him froMa conviction of 

firdt degree murder. 

I-Can't help but think that one of the reasOns why 

the-defense put on ail of this evidence of Watson's background, 

putting the bother on the stand, the employer in the onion 

tactory, was to get you to feel sympathetic-  with hiM. 

At one point in Mr. iteith's argument, he. actually 

.referred to. Mr. Watson as nPobt lir. Watson.." 

At another point he said, "No matter how many 

.persons were- inside the Tate residence, these poor people 

.teferring. to. Watson and the-others -- "would have tried to kill 

-themall.' Incredible. Absolutely incredible. 
. 	- 

Be murdered seven human beings and we are supposed 

to feel sorry for this man, Well, No. 1, it is just a little 

bit incongruous to feel sorry for someone who murdered seven 

people and, No. 2,, and much more importantly, ladies and 
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gentlemen, Judge Alexander will give you the following iiistruc- 
N 

tion which prohibits you from letting sympathy enter into yoU\ 

verdict. Be- willgive you this instruction: 

flIn determining whether the defendant is 

guilty or not guilty, you must be governed 

solely by the evidence, received in this trial 

and the law as stated to you by the Court.. 

"You must not be governed by mere 

sentiment, conjecture, sympathy, passion, 

p;ejudicej: public opinion or public feeling. 

"Both the People and the befendant have a 

right to expect that you will conscientiously 

.consider and weigh the evidence and apply the law 

ofithe case and that you will reach, a 'just verdict 

- regardless of .What the consequences of such 

dlat'may.beit" 

Mr. Bubrick and Mr. Keith tried to, lead. you to 

believe that Tex Watson was a completely docile puppy who 

never told anyone to do anything., that he did whatever they told 

him to.  do. 

That impression they tried to create, ladies and 

gentlemen, simply is -not consistent with-evidence that came from 

that witness stand. 

- Although there is no question that Charles Manson 

was the he-ad of that family, no question about  that, and that 

Charles Watson was his obedient follower, was one of his 

1. 

2 

'3 

4 

5, 

•6 
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8 

' 

15 

T9 

20 
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.22 
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26 . 

27  obedient followers*  in a figurative sense a robot, but by robot 

28' 
	simply mean an obedient follower -- there is also no. question 
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. that _he was not a complete puppy dog that. Mr. Bubrick and Mr. 

Keith want:  you to believe him to-be. 

During and after these. Murders, he was capable of 

independent thought and he exercised independent thought. 

Mrs. Watson testified that her son was independent 

in high. school and college, took the courses he wanted, played 

the -sports he wanted. 

Mt. BOrick said that Mrs. Watson never permitted 

..Tex to go out with the girls whom he wanted -to go-out with, 

that he had to get her approval. 

I don't know where he got that.. I don't recall 

either Tex or-Mrs. Watson testifying to that.. 

David Neale testified that:Watson was` An independent 

person. Hp was a co-partner in a wigbusix.iess with Watson. 

15 	 Watson left Texas for California after his junior 

16 year at. North Texas State -- a,completely independent act*  

17 particularly inasmuch as he did this in opposition to the desire 

18 of his parents..  

19' 	 When: iinda first joined the family*  it was Watson 

20 ,:who fitst had sexual intercourse wtth her and It was Watson who, 

21 	c •enouraged her to steal that Money._ 

22 	 Several witnesses testified that Watson would tell 

23 the girls in the family to de things -- "Get me a cup of coffee.. 

24 "Clean this tool or .  part." "Camouflage that dune buggy,! et 

cetera. .25 
Paul Watkins tells of the incident in the summer of 

1969 whete Watson led Watkins and several other members of the-

family all-around the Devil's Canyon area near Spahn Ranch. 

1 

2 

3 
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7 

8.  
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1'3 

14 

26 

27 

28 
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Watson was leading the other members of the family 

up And .down the hills. 

Linda Xasabitut testified that in July 1969, .Kathryn 

Gillis-, a female ..member -Of the family, 'Went •down. to the beach 

one day without. permitsioiv. When the tame home/  Watson told 

her, "You don't leave this ranch any more without permission. 

'The next time you do it, I'm going to kill you, because dour 

life doesn't mean anything to me." 

Of course, on the night of the Tate murders, once 

the group left. Spahn Ranch, he wa.s comp3.etely in, charge of the 

2 

13 

• 
14 

15 

16 

21 

, • 2 

••• 23 

24 ;. 

26. 

27 

28 

He left-Manson on 'october the 1st, .1-969,. fle left 

Manson. in November 1968' 	CoMpietely independent acts. 

These are just sone of the things that 	that 

"although Charles T.ex Watson it not the forceful leader type, 

and we w3.11 stipulate to that, he is not the completely dOCile 

:.puppy that the defense .claim. he is.. 

:I would like to :add one further point, concerning 	, 

•WatsOnit• leaving Manson on October the istl 1969: 	Hubrick • 

.atigned that Mr.. Watson .was insecure and totally dependent on 	• 

• chariot-  ManscSn. 

-Now, if Watson were as insecure and dependent upon. 

Charies...Mans.on as the. defendant claims. he Viaar  .and thonght 

- Manson was '.Jetus Christ, these Murders would. have made. him even 

More insecure and .more dependent upon his leader, Charles. 

:tanton.. 

Instad, it had the Converse effect... He Left 

Manson and let's 'examine. the circumstances surrounding his 
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leaving, ladies and gentlemen.. Let's examine the circumstances. 

oct 	Did something happen? Did you leave 

1 	• 

2 

.3  

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 9 

10 

11 

13 

14. 
1po 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

- 21 • 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
	 up,  the next morning and I left. 

the Goler Wash area? 

when I was there the last time.. 

IeaVe the:  WaSh? 

^NA 

Of. canliPlIg' out 
from the ranch 

the ranch part 

there and .eft 

That is correct. 

though. 

main 

071. 	Yes. After about two or three days 

vQ„ 	Did something happen to make. you 

know we saw a highway patrolman 

up there _and a forest ranger. we were just kind 

OR the desert and quite a ways 

part and, charlie tedk me over to 

ope' night and told me to stay 

.a shotgun with me and be some way, 

he thought the forest• ranger and highway patrol 

would comeover And he told me to kill them when 

they 	over. ' 

So you now were left by yourself on 

this ranch; it that correct? 

11(1,  

encampment at Goler Wash? 	. 

Where they were? 

Yes, 'where they were at the time. 

How far distant was that from the. 

I don't know. It it quite a ways, 

What did you do? 

I Went to .sleep that night •ant. I woke 
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-2 

"Q, 	Where did yoU go when you left? 

I went back to Texas."- 

16 

17 

1-8 

1-9 

21 

22 

23 

'24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Ask yourself this question: Could it be that not 

only does his leaving Manson, ladies and gentlemen, on October 

the 1st, 1969 show that he was not as dependent upon Manson as 

the defense is alleging that hewas, but that he left Manson 

at this particular point in time, ladies and gentlemen, because 

he was afraid to have- a shootout with that forest ranger and 

highway patrolman. 

He knew they Would be armed and there was a distinct  
_possibility that. he. would 'be shot to death. 

You pee, Tex apparently doesn't mind going into— 

people's homes Lithe middle of the night, ladies and 'gentlemen,. 

with a- sharpknife and. stabbing them to death.. He likes thdie 

type of- odds. 

but the thought of facing two members of law enforce 

meet who are armed, where there is a possibility he might be 

killed, Tex wants no part of those odds. 

setting back to the defense claim that Watson was 

the follower and Manson VAS the leader -- although as I said, 

Charles Manson was the unquestioned leader of the family, the 

king, the maharaja -- based on the evidence that cane from that 

witness stand during this trial, he was not the total and 

,complete ruler that the defense claims he was. 

Watson testified that Manson told him he put 

:personal property such as cars in the names of the girls, 

because Manson,. told Watson, he said, "The men I can't, count on, 

_They are always running out on me," 

3- 

4 

5 

.6 

_8

7  

.0.  

10,  

11 

12 
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14 
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.% VIA 

1 
	

Paul Watkins and Brooks Poston both testified that 

2 Bruce• Davis, a member of the family, -was not completely sub- 

3 servient to Charles Manson and wad always competing with 

4 Charles Manson. 

5 _ 	 Poston also testified that another meMber of Manson' s . 

6 	Bill, Vance, was not completely subservient to Charles 

7. `Manson. 

8- -Of course, Tex left Blandon in November of '68 and 

October '49. :Paul Watkins left Manson May 19696 

Even the girls left Manson. Linda Kasabian left 

him. :Barbara Eoyt and several other girls left. him..  

Watson also testified that Manson had trouble 

controlling Susan Atkins. 

So, although Charles :Manson was• the unquestioned 

leader and king of his dOmain„. there is no question about that 

be wasn't the absolute, the absolute leader that. the defense 

has depicted him as being. 

mr. Keith says that the only reason Tex Watson 

committed these murders is that Charles Manson, told him to do 

so. 

Well, let's assume that this is so. Let's assume 

that the only reason under the stars why Watson killed these 

people is because Charlie told him to. Let's assume that. 

So what? 

Mr4 Keith seems to ingly,„ without: directly stating 

it, he seems to imply that if one person commits a murder under 

orders from another, somehoW and in some vague fashion, legally, 

this is a mitigating: circumstance. 
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other examples in history. 

• 
5101 

- Well, it is so obvious-that it is. not, l am almost 

,'embarrassed to have to state such an obvious fact. 

There it no section in the California Penal Code 

that says if One persoh commits' a murder under orders from 

andtherl. that he cannot be convicted of first degree murder. 

'Committing murders at another person's command is 

extremely common. Six million Jews were murdered at-HU:10es 

-command. 
. 	, 

Look at the thousands upon thousands of Russians 

that were murdered at Stalin's command and there are countless 

Every group of criminalslas its leader. Watson 
-T- 	 I 

was. a member of the family. Manson was- the leader. 

14 	 Even small bands of hoodlums have their leaders. 

15 Xven motorcycle groups have their leaders. 

16 But when the leaders-of these groups tell their 

17  follower* or their robots, to go out and co nit crimes, like- 

burglary and robbery, those followers can't hide-behind their 

leaden('  ladies and gentlemen. 

-Under the law, they are just as responsible as if 

they-committed these crimes completely'on their own. 

Mben. Al Capone had his thugs go o0t and murder some 

competitortI  these henchmen of Capone couldn't eapape,  culpa-

,biiity for those murders by hiding behind -Capone. 

As I said, this-  is such an obvious heti  that it 

goes without- saying„ yet Mt. Reith says this is the only reason 

that he did it -- Manton,  told him to do so. Somehow giVe the: 

-guy a break. He is not responsible because he did it at 
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- 	• 
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• 1.9: 
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.23 -  • - . 

- ' 24 
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'26 
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someone else's order. 

Say., nvie3.1.1  my boss- told me to do so." 

X-t is not quite that easy to circumvent the law., 

ladies and gentlemen. 

The fact that Watson committed these murders because 

Manson, told. him- to, had absolutely no legal relevance. 

Vie is. just .as guilty of these murders as he would 

:be as if he committed talent entirely on his own. 

. 	But, Mr.. Keith .goes on to say that Watson thought 

Vansbn was Jesus Christ and certainly' how .in the world can 

you disobey aesus Christ?" 	•- 

. 	Well., in the fitSt place:, ladies and gentlemen, 

although- We know that Watson looked up to Manson, we Cannot ,be 

sure that Charles TeX Watson 'thought Manson, was Jesus 

If you meet Jesus Christ, or if you think you" are 

:meeting him, -ladies and gentlemen, that has got to be the high 

water mark 	anyone's life.- 

Yeti he never told one single psychiatrist that he 

thought Manson was Christ. We heard it for the first time on 

that witness stand. 

. When. Mr. WattOnvent back to Texas, was talking tto-

his girl friend, DeniseMallett, be said that he and another 

man were the head lof this,group., 

If this- other man was 'ffeSus: Christ in his 

Now, if killing at another person's .command 'Were - 

' an excuse: to 'murder, ,or even a partial defense., henchmen would. 

,have a built-in 

They could go out and 'savagely murder someone. and 
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don't you think he would have told her so? 

2 
	

Don't you think he would have said, "X met Jesus 

3 Christ in California"? No. - 

4 
	

The first time we heai about Jesus Christ is from 

5 that witness stand. So don't be too sure that this man thought 

6 .that Manson was some type of a supernatural being. 

7 

	

	
Even assuming that he •did, even assuming that he 

did., it is abdOlutely irrelevant. 

Many of the killers who murdered for Hitler and 

StaIin-and -other tyrants and despots of history thought that 

-menilike'Bitler and Stalin were some type of a-supernatural 
, - 

being and: their" zeal and their devotion' and their blind 

dediti;ttiOn- to- these despots of history was akin to religious 

14 iinatiCifiAL 
411 
	__. 

15 : 	f * 	
, . -." Manson was a mini despot, .0f sorts, a. toy tyrant. 

. 
16 If-he':--vonl have had am opportunity', be most likely would: have 

attempted to -expand his sphere of influence and power as far 

as he could. 

So Watson thought Manson was Jesus Christ. It 

doesn't appear that he did. Let's assume he did. 	what? 

It certainly doesn't mean anything. 

/f it. had any legal relevande„ Judge Alexander in-

structngyou would tell you, if ybu find this man thought 

Manson was Jesus Christ, you cannot convict him of first degree 

Trawler, or if you find that he committed these murders because 

Manson told him to, you cannot Convict him of first degree 

Murder -- you are not going' to hear those words being uttered 

by Judge Alexander. Although I am not a gambling' man, I will 

10 

11 
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'Tattger 'on that one. 

The only issue is not whether Watson thought Manson 

3 - 'was Christ -and not whether he committed" these murders because 

4 Manson told him to; the only issue is did he deliberate and 

5 premeditate these murders with maliCe aforethought and his 

• thinking that Manson was Christ, assuming that that was the 

ease, in no way whatsOever prevented him from deliberating and 

premeditating these murders. 

The 'issue in this base -- the: issue itthis trial 

is: Did Watson deliberate and premeditate these mOr'ders. Did 

.11 • he..do so 	not the reasons why. 

12 	 .Now, r. Keith wants yOu to --focuti.,on. the reasons 

13 - why. In fact,. he said 	"You should.-Rrimarily be" concerned 

14 - with why Mr. Watson did these things." 

.15 
	 That is not the issue. 'The issue 	And he do 

16 it. Not why did 'he do it. 

17 

	

	 A further point, and,I think this is very important: 

'There was no,  evidence that came from that witness stand that 

Tex Watson, as well as Susan Atkins,: Patricis Krenwinkel, Leslie 

2a -  Van Mouton, had to kill for Charles Manson. 

21 
	 There was no evidence that, dame from that witness 

22 stand that Manson forced Watson or anyone else to commit these 

murders. 

24 
	 On the night of the La Bianca murders down in Venice, 

25: . Linda Kasabian told Charles Manson right to his face that she 

26 would not kill for him, end there is no evidende that he tried 

27 to kill her or threaten to kill her for not killing for him. 

28 
	 Z'ss Dianne Lake testified, at Olancha, California 
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'when Watson confessed to murdering Sharon 'Tate, Watson said, 

"Charlie asked me to kill these people4" and she Was positive 

that the word that Watson used was "asked" not flordered"cr 

'told." 

Tex Watson and these girls committed these murders 

:because they wanted to, ladies and gentlemen. The point I am 

trying to make is that apart from Charles Manson, and independent 

of Charles MaiisOn., murder ,ran through the .blood of Charles -Tex 

Watson and these three girls. 

Manson-'s domination and the use-of drugs, certainly, 

admittedly, contributed toward this man going out and committing 

'these killings-, but they were only contributing factors., They 

Were not the sole factors. 

Ilestde Manson and drugS4  independent of Manson and 

drugs, he had tbe.-capacity:within him to kill. 

You might say to yourself that we are all capable 

of killing. Well., that might be true, but there is big 

difference, ladies and gentlemen, between killing and murder --

justifiable homicide like self-defense, defense of .others., 

preventiOn of felony, these are killings but they are not mur-

der. 

It takes a special type of person to do what Tex. 

23 Watson and the three girls did. It takes a special type of 
24 person to commit murder. 
25 	 The. defense wants you to believe that this man would. 
26•never have committed murder in a million years if it weren't 
27 for Charles „Manson. 

Well, as the saying goes, it takes all types of 28 
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people to make Up the world, ladit.ss and gentlemen.. Unfortunately, 

some people are murderers. 

Charles Watson is a murderer., How do we know he is 

a murderer? Because he murdered Seven human beings. That is 

how we know he is a murderer.. 

So he wasn't always a murderer. No murderer Was 

always a murderer. 

Even to this very day, even .to this very day, the 
,• -0- -- 

thought of murdering someone excites this man. He told' Dr. 

Fort. these people, yere running around like chickens with their 

heads cut off and when,' he told D. Fort that, a smile creased 

his face. - - 

-SOmewhere deep within Charles Watson/  deep down and 

totally indpppndent oreharles Manson, there just had to be a 

suppressed rage,, Lu 	homicidal tendency, if you will. 

manson simply was the catalyst that brought this 

rage and fury to the surface and gave it form by his sick 

philosophies on life. 

Apart from Manson, withia Charles Watson himself, 

there were factors that were inherent and an innate part of 

'him that caused Charles Watson to commit these murders. 

Let's see what some of these factors could be. X 

aM dwelling on this, ladies and gentlemen,, for the obVious 

reason that, this appears• to be almost the heart of the defense's 

case. 

D. Frank:. "Q, You certainly agree that when 

Mr. Watson was inside the Tate-La Bianca residences, 

.he was acting ixt a hbmididaI fashion;. 2ou will 

certainly agree with that?. 
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1 
	 1171. 	Yes.. 

- 2 

. 

5 

6 

7 

1.3 

16 

:2-3 

24 

.26 

Then willl yola agree, referring to 

the hoinicidal tendenCy -of "Charles Watson,. that 

completely apart from Marled' ManSon and. com-

pletely apart frOM drUgs, is it your Opinion 

that he was less able to handle this homicidal 

tendency than. Other people? 

yes, .I would say so." 

:Look'-at 	Bohr:1 8. testimony: 

- In your opinion,, are there any 

faCtorpr  in -addition, to 'drugs and Charles 

Manson/  totally independent of drugs and 

MansOnt  that,,,may have contributed to •Mr.: 

-• Watson's .committing these killings? 

As• I said previously, it is= my opinion 

that of the many-  people that I have seen that hafe 

taken .drugs excessively, that all of these have 

been- disturbed individuals, prior to getting 

really heavily strung. . out on drugs and haVing 

the -entity called Schizophrenia. 

Before" -you go any 'further, let's 

talk about that one little point. You do 

believe then that even before Mr.,  Wa.tson met Mr. 

Manson, there is a distinct possibility that he 

was a very significantly disturbed individual? 

Yes. -This. is speculatiVe4 bUt it 

WI& 

. -21_ • 	is based on a large number of people I. have seen. 

wq 	And when you say significantly 
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1 

2 
disturbed, you are talking about mentally and 

emotionally? 

Po yOu feel  that this schizophrenia 

riot not only predated Charles Manson, but also pre-

'dated his ingestion Of drugs? 

"L 	Yes. There is a type of ashizo- 

phrenia called latent, deep within., which means 

that it is there but it has not surfaced.. but 

when you take drugs, and it lowers the defenses, 

it •may emerge. 

In addition to the. sOhi2Ophrenia 

and also his being -significantly disturbed, are 

.you aware: aware of any other :,taCtort that may have 

Contributed to Charles Watson committing these 

murderti? 

ox 	Be isA patsive he was a passive 

person4. not -a folloWer. 7 think that this alight 

be, One thing.. People of this makeup sometimes 

.. - barbOr a Iot of anger inside of thetnaelveS. 

"4 	po you. feel, there were any indica- 

tions,  to you that Mr* Watson was that  type of 

individual that had any type of a suppressed 

ftiry- or rage within, him? 

tfik. 	l know• he was passive. and I know that 

he obeyed his mother/ but once he broke away, he 

Sharply broke away from, her'form of life and 

didn't even write to her, I think that this might 

• 

41,  

5 

- :6 

-7 

8 

2g 

.22 

 24
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41/ 	
27 

I 
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1 	indicate that he had at least anger towards his 
2 	mother, but whether it was rage., this 1 don't 

3 	knOw. 
4 	 Do you feel that this anger toward 

5 	his mother, this suppressed hostility, may have 
6 	been a factor contributing toward his Committing 
7 	these murders? 
8 	 !IL 	He did have :anger directed toward 
9 	his, mother and this -anger . Would-;:be within him- 
la  -self and would. emerge- one,  way .or the other 
11 	probably. 
12 	 wa 	when yo'u' say-one way or the other, one 
13 	of-  the ways could be" homicide 	that correct? 

14 	 Yes 4° 	-  

24f. 	15 	 I am not going: to read Dt. Bailey's testimony., It 
16 is a couple of pages, but yoIX remSuther Dr.. Bailey surmised that 
17 Watson had a very deep intense hatred for himself, and he was 
18 releasing this hatred and enmity upon the people whom he 

-stabbed to death,. 

Dr. Tweed, said that Watson was a very unhappy per-

21 :son before ha even came to. California* Certainly, people who.  

72  -;are very, very unhappy frequently have suppressed hostility 

23 - 'within them and T suggest that Mr. Watson was releasing those 

24 hostilities on these two nights of murder. 
25 	 But whether any of these psychiatrists are right 

26 or wrong, no one knows.-  They could be completely wrong about 

27 the particular thing about Charles Watson that made him a 
28 murderer; bUt one thing is fairly obvious: There was deep 
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1 within him, there had to be, there just absolutely had.  to be 

2 a rage and.a fury, the homicidal tendency. 

3 	 .We don't know how it' got there, but it was there. 

4 Manson brought it. to the surface, ladies and gentlemen. 

5 
	

You know, the fact that Watson has no, history of 

6-  violence-, :as Mr. Bubrick points out, and that he was/  apparently 

7 a relatively easygoing person is immaterial. It is common 

8 knowledge that some of your most vicious criminals/  ladies and 

9 gentlemen, are people with no prior Criminal history at all. 

10-  . 	 The Humphrey Milktoast types, :who lead very* very 

11 :quiet, uneventful lives, and all of a sudden they -0 out and 

12 - 4,11 an explosion of violende -they murder several people and 

13 everyone is shocked. Friends can't believe it. Must have the 

14 wrong man4  they say. 

15- 	 You might ask yoUrself this question also -- we 

16 have a pretty good idea why Manson, a pretty good idea why 

17 Manson asked Linda to go along on these two nights of murder. 

181 Linda testified that among the girls in the family, only she 

-19 and Mary Bruner had driver's licenses and Mary Bruner was not 

at the ranch on August the 8th,. 1969. She was in jail. 

.21 

	

	
Linda Kasabian testified that the day after these 

Juurders. Manson sent her down to the jail, to See Mary Brunerl  

23 Bobby Beausoleil, and a girl named Sandy. 

24 
	

So on these two nights of murder, apparently,'Linda 

25 wail the only female member of the family that had a driver's 

license and he asked her to get her driver's license on both 

27 .nights and we think that, on both nights, by her own admission, 

28 she did drive. 
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But- ask yourself this question„ ladies. and gentle-,-

2: gent, Ask yourself this question back in: the jury room: Out 

3-  Of thp 20 or so  men in Charles- Manson's. family,. why did Manson 

4 - 'Select Watson .and' these three girls to do. Wm• murderous bidding 

for -him? 

- 	is pretty. obvious 'why, ladies and. gentlemen-. 

Manson lived with his fatily, unquestionably :knew each and 

every ,one _of them very well. Tie. Wanted hie mission of murder 

9- tOU .successful. 

- 'Re looked arou;n4 and he ended up picking Charles 

1,1  iWatson„4- Why? - Because he -obviously.  felt that Watson had .  

12  'murder, within hit And Manson couldn't have Made a better dhoice-„. 

-,- .dcluidhe.,.'XadieS and gentleMen7 

14 - .1- 	 'Keith argued that4 "There was nO one else- 

15 j?itiNt'id• that. bl8PSOn could send out other than Watson..* 

1;6 	' 	• "`-- What. about- Steve -Grogan, alto- known as. Clem Tufts? 

How dote Ite didn't pick him the first night? What about. trUce 

1$ - .Bavis? What..about BiI1 'Vance?. What about T. 3'. WallerMara. 

What about- barmy PeCarlo? 

20. 	 Bow come he diaii3tpick those people? Why did he 

?:t 
	

Te4c? 

22.. 
	

Juan-- Flynn testified that-one night Mattsoni he, 

• -Grogan 	".Tek--StOpped In front 4...€ a bate ,:and' Manson told- them 

:24 ; tO -go ,inside And mtirder, and. Flynn: DeCarld 'and Grogan. stayed 

25 inside the car.,_ 	theyL disobeyed Manson. 

"26 
	

Wattilln. is the only One 'that. got out of that car 

27: .an4 approadhed.  that residence. 

28 	 Manson: abOolutely felt-, and correctly so, t4at 
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.Watson was capable of murder. That is why out of his entire 

family, Watson was one of the four people. whom he selected to 
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Be was right when he picked Watson and because he 

was right, that is why we are in this courtroom right now. 

Although it was Charles -Mansbn -- although it was 

Charles Manson who made the decision to commit the seven Tate-

.La Bianca murders., and although it was Charles Manson who 

selected Watson and the three girls to ,Chionit, these-murders for 

hit, and although it was Manson who .sent -these people out to 

kill, when Watson, Atkins, Krenwinkel, -and Van -gouton, plunged- 

their knives. into the bodies of the vidtims, 	was .-their will, 

not-Charles DiOngiOn's will, that directed their .hands 	tbrUst 

that. knife downward into the bodies of the helpless .Victims.: 

In other words, ladies and gentlemen, although 

damson selected these people and sent them out, the, fast and 

final decision to kill was theirs and theirs 'alone. 

- Dr. Bailey testified that Watson was exercising his 

Own free will when he stabbed these. victims. 

Dr. Hochman testified that despite the fact that 

Manson told Watson to kill, Watson himself also independently 

made the decision to kill. 

This is Dr. Fort's testimony on this point. You 

might wonder why, it takes me a couple of seconds to find the 

page. You might wonder why T don't put a piece of paper in 

there. I did, but I have about six or seven pieces of paper 

and I don't know which one to pick. 

Here is Dr..Forts.  
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So that at the time of the homicides, 

Mr. Watson, wouldn't you say Was incapable of 

reacting critically to anything that Mr. Manson 

told him or reacting with any insight? 

I would not say he was incapable. I 

think he still retained the capacity of making an 

'independent decision on killing. 
ma. 	WoUld you say that it would be diffi- 

•cUlt for him to make an independent decision? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5. 

6 

7 

8 

9 - 

10 

12. 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18: 

19 . 

20 

21 	' 

22 

23- 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

1- would say that he, had some impair-

ment of the ability to make a. fully independent 

decision, but he still had-it to a significant 

extent -- still had- that capacity or ability." 

Manson told these people to kill. These people 

told themselves: to stab. 

MansOn could have told Watson and these other 

people to kill these poor victims,fromnow until dOomsday. If  

they did not vant to do itl  they never would have done it. 

Simply by way of illustration, I think- an analogy 

can lie. drawn to hypnotism. When :a person is hypnotized; -

certainly„ he is under the influence, supposedly of the 

hypnotist. 

Yet, it is- very well know, ladies and gentlemen, 

that a person under the influence of hypnosis will not go out 

and commit any antisocial or criminal acts under the direction 

of :the hypnotiSt, that he would not :otherwise have committed 

,if he were not-.under the direction of the hypnotist. 

.1n other words., the hypnotist can no more corrupt 
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5320 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

11- 

_ 12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2a 

.21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27' 

28 

the moral senses of a person under.  hypnosis than he.  can instill 

morality and, integrity into the individual. 

For a person under hypnosis 'to affirmatively respond 

to a suggestion by the hypnotist that he go out and commit some 

criminal, antisocial act, there has to be a predilection in. 

the direCtion of that act. 

In the simmer of 1969 Manson told Juan Flynn to 

go inside his relatiVeLs;home and kill his relatives. Juan 

nynn said no: Why? because he said, fil didnot want to. 

kill." 

Manson- told: brooks Poston in SepteMber of 1969 at 

Barker Ranch to-goo into-  ShOsh-Onee and murder the Sheriff and 

even gave h1rn a knife. Poston didn't do it. 

Why?' - because he saidr "I don't want to kill." . 	. 
Keith argued that in September 1969 PostOn had 

already started 'tO :slip' away from Manson and this is why he 

never went out and killed, but let's look 'at Paul Watkins. 

Letts look at Paul 'Watkins. 

In late May 1969, before Watkins-even met Paul-

Crockett,. when Watkins learned' that, murder:Vas in the wind out 

at Spahn Ranch, he. took off. 

in Canoga Park, MansOn said .'somebody' is going to 

have to Show blackie how to :do 1.4 is that correct? 

yes# 
ma 	And then 'in late May -at Spahn Ranch 

Charlie said, *We - are going to have to ShOw blackie 

how to do it'? 
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I Yes-. 

2 Now, when Manson said this, what effect 

3 did it have on VI? 

4. "'A 	Bad a heck of an effect, because 

18 do with helter-ikelter?' 

20. Because you knew this would involve 

killing? 

i Suspected- such. 

"4 	• YOA didn't want to' kill anyone? 

21 

22 

2-3 

24 

25 

26 

Correct. s  
At the tune of that incident, Watkins had not 'yet 

Met Paul Crockett. Be met him later on up at. the Barker RanCh. 

At the time of that incident, Watson had ingested 

LaD 150 to 200 times, belladonna 20 timea, every other drug 

27 

- 28 

15. -- 

16 

Already knew hOW^ he had said it Was supposed to 

be done and I didn't want to kill anybody. I 

didn't want to show .him how to do it. 

8114 	So what did you do? 

We -- 

X left, left the family and went to-: 

the desert. 

going to haVe to do,  it did .you leave? 

apparently referring to the family --- were ,  

vv.  Bow long after Manson told- you that,- 

That day, 

You went-  up to the .Barker 'Ranch? 

Yes*- 

*NA: didn't want to have-anything to 

.1. 

19 No-, "-diciteL 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9.  

10 

11 

12 

13•  

14 

000069
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observed her for a day and a half On that witness stand and 

4maginable. 

411 	2 	 He thought Manson was Jesus Christ. He was willing 

3 to give up his life for Mansoaby:hanging on the cross, but he 

4 would not kill for Charles Manson. 

5 	 When, he found out that Manson- was going to start 

6. helter-skelter, he took off like a big fanny bird for Barker 

7 Randh. Why? Because, he did not want to kill -- a classic 

8 example, and the reason it is so perfect is that the context 

9 in which it arose is identical tdthe-ocontext in which this 

'0 man committed these killings,,; .  

11 	 A perfeat example that-the final decision to 

12 kill is a personal one is Lifidajcasabian, ladies and gentlemen, 

13 Linda. XaSabian 	Linda has ingested just about every type of 

14 drag imaginable, totally under the'speIl and control of Manson, 
111 

15  thought hews Jesus Christ:;- 

16 	 Moreover, Linda -is agirl. _She is not a man, and . 	, 

17 'she is- a small girl at that. 

18 	 1 think it. was very obvious, ladies and gentlemen,. 

19 to you that. before Linda arrived at Spahn Ranch she wad like 

20 a leaf in,  the wind. She had been-to just about every hippie 

21 commune there was. You name= it and she was there -- Haight-- 

22 Asbury, Greenwich Village, Taos, 

23 	 Ultimately it was her destiny, ladies and gentlemen, 

24 	hor •c.th led to Spahn Ranch and Charles Manson and two 

25 horrifying nights of murder. 

26 	 think it vas equally obvious to all of you that 

111 	
_ '27 'Linda is a-docile, _submissive, unresisting type girl. You 

28 
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Mr.. 'Keith argued quote Manson had: captured Lindes mind, too, 

but on the night of the La Bianca murders, in view -of all this, 

* when Charlie told her to kill that actor in his apartment, she 

said, -“Charlie4  I cannot kill anybody,  tn and she did not kill 

.for Charles -Manson. 

Why? Because she made the personal decisiOn not 

:to- kill. Why? Because she is-  not a murderer. 

Charles ManSon ordered-and masterminded the seven 

Tate-La Bianca imirders, but Watson., Atkins, Krenwinkel and Van 

:Houton committed-these murder's., because they 'wanted to.. Make 

-no mistake about that. 

Xf Ter Watson -didn't Want b kill these people, all 

he had to do was. not to do it.- I repeat that obvious faott If 

'he didn't Want, to kill thede people, all he had to do was not 

to do 

if Watson didn't want to kill for Manson, he, had it 

within himself to refuse. 

Rag do we know that? 	dp we knoW he -had' it 

within himself to- refuse his leader? 

Because- .a month to-  a month- And a half after-  these 

Murders when Manson told him to kill Crockett and the forest 

ranger and the highway patrolman, he refused to comet-'those 

murders for Manson., didn't lie? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

'5 

6 

7 

8 

10",  

127 

13 

.714 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 	 So he -had it within him, Another fact whiCh proves 

that Watson and the girls Wanted to commit these murders, and 

totally independent of Manson., vicilenge and murder ran in their 

Own bloOd and theyWere very willing- partiCipants in these- mur-

ders-, is the great number ,of stab wounds -- the -Tate Victims 

2-5 

28 

26 

2.7 
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102 stab wounds; leno and Rosemary 67, a total of 169 stab 

2 wounds. 

21, 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Absolutely incredible. The multiplicity of stab 

wounds show that Watson and the others were very willing 

participants in these murders. 

This is not a situation where .Manson sent Watson out 

to :commit Murder and he is violently opposed to it and when he 

does kill these people he is repulsed by it. 

- This is -a situation where Watson murders with 

relish, with gusto, as it. were.. He enjoys killing these people.. 

Tells Dianne Lake it was a lot of fun. He also 

tells his mother on. August the-20th, "I am having a great time," 

just a week after these murders. 

.And after these murders, Tex Watson still didn't 

have his fill :of murder. He still didn't have his fill -- still 

doesn't have his fill. 

Barbara Hoyt: 

While you were at the Barker Ranch, 

did Mr", Watson ever show you anytttinia that was 

Unusual*? 

Yes. 

What dig he show you? 

He was telling us how to stab some- 

When you say us, who was present 

besides yourself and Mr. Watson? 

Ouish and Sherry and Kitty was there. 

"a 	That is Kitty Lutesinger? 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
4110•  

15 

16 

17 

18 

1.9 
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1 HA. Yes, 

Nish is Ruth Mborehouse. Who WAS 

3 

4 

5 

6 

-7 

9 

.10 

1.1 

12 

13. 

•

14. 

 

16 

17 

- 18 

19 

20 

21 

22_ 

-23 

25 

26 

27 

28 

the other one? 

	

".A.. 	Sherry. 

	

utt 	Is this Simi Valley Sherry? 

	

.tAx 	Yes. 

What did. Mr. Watson do and say? 

What did the others in the: group do and say? 

They were talking about how they 

would have to kill, when it came down to it and 

so Tex told us that when you stab 'somebody, you 

donit put the knife straight In like that, You 

put it 4 and then turn it up and all that StUff. 

Did he say why you •stab people that 

way? 

To cut up-  more stuff. 

	

IT Q. 	What else did Mr. Watson say during,  

this conversation? 

	

"A. 	He said that, I can't remember his 

exact words 	well, he said that it would either 

be them or us, so that we would have to do it to 

them first. 

	

,910. 	Who was them? 

The pigs. 

	

IgQ 	 Who are the- pigs? 

People who weren't in the family, 

•̀'Q. 	Did anyone make any 0ommentO as to 

what Mr. Watson said? 

000073



"A. 	Sherry said something. about that She 

didn't think she could do it and Ouish said that 

She couldn't wait for her fir$t -one, for her first 

pig." 

You 'know, I hate to resort to trite expressions, 

but sometimes there is- profOund truth in them and I think one 

:of them is that, .”-Birds of a feather flock together." 

In other Words, Tex Watson, along with the other 

.hard-core members of Manson-'s family attached himself to Manson 

loecause he found Manson's' virluent and venomous attitude towards 

sOciety palatable to- him. 

	

12, 	. If Watson did not agree-with what Charles Manson was 

13  saying, he could have left. Be could hake left. Manson. 

At. BUbrick argued that Watson and the Othert were 

-1:dolated froM .thie rest Of society and, therefore, they had,  no 

,Opportunity to'diritcuss Manson or his. Values with -other people. 

	

17 	 They were isolated from the.  rest of society becauSe 

18-. they wanted to become, ladies and gentlemen. Manson never 

19- ,:forded them to stay with .shim.,  

	

-20- 	 You. knOw, there, have been, and presently arg-i many 

. 21 groups Of Criminals whose,meMbers are so it fear-of their 

22 leader, they ate-afraid to leave for fear of being,  killed* 

	

23. 	 Based on the evidence that came frOM that witness 

1 

4 

5 

8_ 

210 

stand, no such. situation: like that existed in Charles Manson's 

family. 

This is Barbara HoYt's testimony-: 

4"14. 	If somebody wanted to go, there wasn't, 

all that much you could do about it. 

24 

75 

26 

27 

28 
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1 

3 

4 

All that who could do about. it? 

Charlie. 

You mean he couldn't. stop them?-

That is tight. 

Anybody Who wanted to-go-would just 

Well, like When one of the girls maybe 

5 

6 

7 	- 

would want to go, heard that he -- 

Not What .you heard, what you know of 

your -own, knowledge 

NA. 	Well, he' tried to talk you out of it, 

or whatever." 

She went on to say that when she finally did decide 

to leave Manson up at Barker Ranch, he tried to dissuade her 

from going, and when he was unsuccessful, he gave her $20 to 

help her when she got to the city. 

THE COURT; Excuse me. We will have to have our recess 

at this time. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: I have two more pages to go. Could I 

finish? 

THE COURT: Go ahead. 

MR. BUGLIOSZ: In May of 1969, when Manson told Paul 

Watkins that there. was going to be stee murders, he up,  and left. 

Tex Watson himself testified, these are his words: 

You could always leave," 

Those are Tex Watson Ts words from that witness 

stand and Tex 'did leave, without any trouble at all, ladies and 

gentlemen, in November of '68 and October of 1969, and Manson 

_8 

9 :  

10 

U.  

12 

13 

14 

15. 

16 

1/' 

18 
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21 
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1 didtv't pursue him. 

2 
	

Watson was the one that called Manson. When they 

3,  got on the, phone, Manson talked him into coming back, but he 

4 didn't threaten Watson. 

5 
	

Several other witnesses, like Dianne take, testi- 

6 fied that people would come and go at Spahn Ranch. Those that 

7 stayed., like Watson and the others, stayed because they liked 

8 .t4.9 brand,of black-hearted, diabolical medicine that Manson 
, 

9: was peddling. 

They like it, because it struck a respOnsive chord 

	

11' 
	

1;11 thelt. 

The point I" am trying to make, ladies and gentlemen, 

is that if you go to a Convent, if you go to a convent, you are 

going to: find nuns. If yOu go to the Hell's Angel motorcycle 

15 group,pu are going to find a differnet type Of person. Just 

16 asTwater.sees its oWn level, each group seeks. its own kind. 

	

- 17 
	 Manson,: Watson,, and the other members of the family 

.8' gravitated towards each other and they lived together because 

they wanted to. They, liked each other. 

And the relationship that they entered into With 

Manson was not a unilateral relationship in which they gave 

-everything tO.MansOn and got nothing in return. it was a 

bilateral relationship. 

There was a quid pro quo, as they say in Latin: 

each got-  something from the other. 

Watson, among other things, got a ready supply of 

drugs, free..seX, no obligations ox responsibilities. He 

voluntarily entered into that relationship without coercion. 

19 
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•• 	I 

2 

3 

6 

a., 

9 - 

. 	10. 

1;1 

t3 

14 - 

)5: . 

17- 

113, 

"1:9! 

20 

21 

22 

23,  

-24 • 

•26 - 

27 .. 

Hochman'" testimony On this point is very 

• - 1.4hat 'did you say, Doctor,- as a result 

of everything that yOu learned that the-  girls and 

:Watson considered Mr. ,Manson. to be the real leader 

-of-  this helter-SIelter world? 

't% 	Yes. And that •gete to the. point you 

asked tie awhile ago 'about My. previous testimony 

on this-, and 'I .would obviously. say that in their 

aVareness4  Manedn. was a 'significant figure, but- 

they Were- largely unaware -ofL 	their own emotional 

need that, Invested hitt with that power to appear, 

- - significant. 	their expeCtatiOns4 their 'fancies, 

their imaginations about him. • This-  was their 

part - of the foriniaa, 

',Man  on was just - :man. Thousands of 

ccinfronteal him and .encountered :him 

he traveled, up and down California:, but only 30 

Or 40-, or.maybe: 60: selected themselves .out to be 

a Ilietbsr 'of his famiiy,' so,' there Vas. Manson :as 

'-afaCtor and their own payphodynamics or emotional 

need as the additional factor "n  

Tffi-COURT1. Excuse. me, Mr. tAgliosi. t have got to go. 

t4adiel and gentlemen 'of theAnry#, we vi,11 recess 

at thia.  

t Must attend a funeral which is quite a distance 

from here,. 	will 	everything can, in- my power to be back,  

8-. 

 

here at 2:ii this afternoon. 
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• Please heed the usual admonition. Thank you. 

luncheon recess was taken until 2:15 p.m., 

of the same-day.) 
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14, 
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1.9  

211,  

:LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, TUESDAY, OCTOEER 5, 1971,, 2:30 P. M. 

- --o0o- 

' (The following proceedings were had, in 

-chambers, outside the presence,  of the jury:) 

MR. BUGLIOST: I am going 'to get into rebuttal on the 

psychiatrists. I think the defense argued that their testimony 

.was reasonable and should be respected, their Opinions, and I 

want to attack the basis for their opinions and I was wondering 

-- I can't see any possible way to keep out Susan Atkins' 

testimony. 	

:, THE COURT I am going to keep it but. 

MR. EiWZOSI: It is part. •of the evidence. 

THE COURT: It was just in for one reason.. 

BUGLIOSX: As a basis for Pr. Prank, 

THE COURT: As a -basis for the opinion. 

MR. BUGLIOSI; As a basis for Frank. 

THE- COURT: Yes, You seer  at the time it was read,. 

didn't think it should have been read. 

MR.BUGLIOSIt T'agree.- But it came in. without objection 

23' 
. 

24 

25 

26,  

27 

.28 

22,- 

THE COURT:. I" know it came in withoUt objection. 

MR. EVGLIOSI: And it is in the transcript:. 

THg COURT: X appreciate it is in the transcript and I 

aPPreCiate it was in there just for One reason alone, and while 

you may say you want to use it only as a basis for his opinion., 

:.you. know 'what it is going to do to this jury. you know that As 

well as I do. 

- •MR, EUGL/OSI: I can't argue with you. You won't let me, 
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(The• following. proceedings were bad in open 

-court, within the presence :Of the jury:) 

TPE- 4COPArr Sorry I am late, ladies and gentlemen,. 

PeOple against. Watson. Let. the record show A3.1 

urors, all counsel and the defendant. Are present. 

You•May proceed, Mr. BUgliosi: 

MR. BUGLIOSI: I was just about to conclude a final 

observatipp-  of the fact that this: man has it within Wm deep-

down to kill and not every person. has that Capacity., 

- Manson pulled the trigger. That activated Watson-, 

Atking, Krenwinkel and Van Houton, but the bullets that came 

out :of that chambers - Watson, Atkins, Xrenwinkel and Van 
•, 

Houton. They committed these murders because they already 

had- murder 'within them. 

Even. before Watson met. Manson., he just had to have 

homicidal tendencies. Manson was simply the one who brought 

these homicidal tendencies to the sUrface. 

Brooks Poston., Paul Watkins and Linda Kasabian never 

had these homicidal tendencies. Th4-E is why, even though they 

were slavishly obedient to Charles Manson and would to• anything 

he told them to do, they stopped short of murder. 

Why did they stop short of murder? Because they 

are not murderers. 

Charles Tex Watson .did not stop short of murder, 

Why? Becaise he is a murderer and I don't think it is• anymore 

complicated than that. 

Obviously, ladies and gentlemen, one of the hearts, 

perhaps the principal he-art of this whole trial has been 

5.332 
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1 'Mr. Watson's state of mind, at the time of these murders. 

2 	 'Before I discuss this issue, I want to repeat a 

3 point that 	already been stated ad nauseam, but because of 

4 its importance, it .cannot be emphasized enough and that is 

5 simply this: Even assuming that Mr. Watson is mentally ill 

6 .and suffering from dimihished capacity -- and T am not 

7 stipulating to that, I'm just saying -- even assuming that •m• 

8 it is completely and totally irrelevant to any of the issues 

9 in this case. 

10 	 The only issue was his state of mind at the time of 
Jo. 

1.1 these. murders. Let's talk a little. bit-about the Psychiatrists 

12 in this case. 

13 	 I wonder if -any of yoft folks have heard. the story 

14 o the psychiatrist who passed his neighbor on: the: -Areet One 

--1.5 fine morning and the neighbor said, "Gtiod- morni*,-"-to the' 

1 psychiatrists. 

17 	 And the psychiatrist, walking on, shook his head 

18 and said to himself, °I wonder what he. meant by that?" 

.19 	 I am sure r  ladies and gentlemen) I am sure that 

20 iiisychiatrists have their place in our society. r am Sure of 

21 hat, but.based upon what we saw from that witness stand, and 

22 'gazed upon what lir. Suarez himself wrote in his article, "A 

23 ritique of - the Psychiatrist's Role as an- Expert Witness," that 

24 lace-does not -appear to,  be in a court -of law. 

25 
	 psychiatry, ladies and gentlemen, is not a science 

26 ike. mathematics orchemistryl it is an att. In other words, 

27 t is not uncommon for several psychiatrists to examine the 

28 one person and cote up with completely diametrically opposed 
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Opiniong, That is. what happened in this case. 

The prosecution and. the defense psychiatrists dig-

agreed on 'Whether M. Watson had the requisite -state of mind at 

the time of the murders. 

If psychiatry Were a science, by de-finition, they 

alb would ha.ve. reached the same cOndlution. 

7 	 ScienSe is objective and testable.;  but an - art like 

- 	psychiatry is tubjective.., not Objective, and it is not testable. 

9 . 	 -When I say- that science is testable, I say that 

to -Science can test its knowledge. 

For example-, Chemical; A mixed With CheMical; B .always 

1:2 ends up with 'Chemidai C. Zt works out 'every single time. This 

,can be tested over and over 

. .14 	 Engineers can tell you the precise exact amount 

- 5 of weight .or stress that a bridge can take-  before- it will 

16 „ci.zalapse4 	engineert will 'agree on thiS. 

.17 	 All chemists will, agree: that Chemical A. plus . B 

18 equals C. 

411 mathematicians agree that if you multiply 367 

20 'times- 472, you will always get 133 r  224. It never comes out; to 

2-1 '225,' never. 

	

- 22 	 Psychiatry is not like that, ladies and gentlemen. 

It :is not a science and because it is not a science, to get a 

24 group of psychiatrists to agree on anything is more difficult 

25 than stopping rain from falling. It- just can't be. done. 

	

- '26 	 The psychiatrists who examined 'Tex Watson,, predict- 
, 

	

27 	= ably enough 	predictably enough disagree with each other oz 

28• -whether he had the required mental capacity td commit these 
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murders. 

Drs. Bailey and Fort said that he did have the 

required mental capacity to commit these. murders. 

Dr. Hochman said he could harbor malice afore-

thought and cOuld deliberate and premeditate, but he had no 

opinion from a legal standpoint whether Mr. Watson could 

maturely and meaningfully reflect upon the gravity of the con-

templated act, although he did say from a psychiatric stand-

point, he did not feel that' belladonna could do so. 

Drs. Tweed, Bohr, Ditman- and Dr. Markham said that 

Mr. Watson did not have tba required mental capacity* Drs. 

Frank and Suarez did not. render any opinions on this issue, 

although they did- say-they -felt he was psychotic at the time 

of these Iturders*7- 
 

 

psychiatristt testified during this 

trial on the issue ofigatsoes state of mind at the time of 

these nurders, but deliberation, premeditation, malice afore-

thought, et cetera/  are legal terms and concepts. They are 

not, medical psychiatric terms or concepts. 

.ince psychiatrists are not trained in the law, iadiei 

and gentlemen, it just stands to reason- that it is very; very 

diffiault for them to render opiniens -on legal issues when 

they use a psychiatric framework of reference. 

I will be perfectly frank with you. I don't think 

the prosecution psychiatrists would have been any more quali-

fied than the defense psychiatrists to render any opinion in 

this case ilx;utltr. Watson's state of mind at the time of 

these murders, if they hadn't looked at all of the evidence and 
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the circumstances surrounding these murders. 

The prosecution psychiatrists at least did that. 

The defense psychiatrists did not do that. 

Now, we start off with the proposition that there 

is no ,physical system in the world as Complicated, as complex, 

as intricate as the human mind, the human brain. 

To immeasurably compound that problem, none of 

the psychiatrists examined Mr. Watson at the time of -these 

murders.. 'MeV!' examined him almost two years'later., then tried-

to" figure out what was' on hig mind. on. August 8th, 9th and 

10the 1969. 
. 	_ 

just stands to reason, ladies-and gentleMen, 

that no psychiatrists can ,even begin, to 'form a'valid opinion 
- 0 

about this man's state of mind at the time of these murders, 

without becoming thoroughly familiar and acgdainted will all 

of the facts and circumstances suirbunding these murders. 

Drs. Bailey, Fort, and Hochman did that. All of 

them. read Linda Kasabian's testimony, Susan Atkins' testimony, 

Rudolf Weber's testimony and the testimony of several other 

witnesses, before they reached their conclusion. 

They read Linda's extremely detailed account of 

*hat each conspirator did no these two nights of murder, 

including, what Tex Watson did, 

Unbelievably enough, 'Dr, Suarez, Frank, Bohr, 

Ditman and Markham did not read Linda Kasabian's testimony 

before they reached their conclusions. 

They did talk to Tex Watson, however, and it 

appears-they believed every single thing he told them. Their 
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naivete and gullibility is not only surprising; it is down- 

right shocking` and astoniShing. 

I say this., ladies and gentlemen, that not only 

is the field of psychiatry not a Science, an artt  X say that 

the defende psychiatrists. were very poor artists, at that. 

To illustrate how incredible these defense 

psychiatrists were, compare yourselves with them. Compare 

yourself. 

You folks have the responsibility of determining 

whether Mr. Watson bad the required state of wind at the time 

of these murders. 

sow, if the prosecution never called Linda 

xasabian to that witness stand, and the only version you heard. 

about these murders came from Mn. Watson, would you feel 

satisfied? ,  

Would you feel that you were in. a position to 

render.an, opinion on his, state of mind? Of course not. You 

Would. be flabbergasted.. 

You would say, "We have only heard his side of 

the story. Before we reach any conclusion, we want to hear 

what Linda Kasabian has to 

Well, unbelievably enough., the defense psychiatrists, 

with the sole exception of Dr. Tweed, weren't interested 

apparently in Linda Kasabian's version of what happened. 

They weren't even interested in trying to get 

her testimony.. 

Moreover, it is very obvious., ladies and gentlemeni  

that not only didn't they familiarize themselves with all the 
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facts and circumstances surrounding these murders, but it 

couldn't possibly be any clearer that Tex Watson, the person 

from whom they got most,of their information, was a very, 

very biased, prejudiced source. He is not a good source. 

Who could possibly be more biased and prejudiced 

about what happened on these two nights of murder than Tex 

Watson? 

2'  

3 

'4 

5, 	̀, 

6 

7 

'9. 

10,  

12.. 

13 • 

• 
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- • 16 
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2-1 

• 22 

.23 

26 

. 27 • 

28 

/stilt, there All. the difference in the world between 

a law abiding citizen walking into a psychiatrist's office, 

trying'to get, help for his emotional problems, 'as opposed to • 
a person chaiVed 	murder?, who it sent to the peyChiatrist 

-, 	• 
by-the -court or the defense attorneys? 

A- the former, the patient obviously wants to. tell 

the truth. It serves: his purpOse to tell the truth. He wants 

-114A 	 to voluntarily seek that help. and 

pay a' fiub t an tial fee for it, so it serves hfs purpose to tell 

the truth.. 

In the latter case, the case• of the murderer, 

Isn't_ it obvious that the primary thought in that man's mind 

is not to stave any mental problems., but to solve his. legal 

prtiblemp., - 

With this in ..mind, is he likely to tell, the truth 

to the doctor? Obviously not. The truth is harmful to him, 

particularly when he knows, like Xt. Watson knew, that every- 

' thing he told the psychiatrist -would. 'be used as a basis for 

the psychiatrist's opinion and could be used against hit in 

court.'  
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Watson wasn't About to tell these psychiatrists 

that he knew .exactly what was- going 	thede two nights. 

.of murder and that he was 	charge of the girls. at the scene 

and. told Linda to wipe fingerprints-.off the knives, et cetera. 

ge'wasn'-t about to. say those things. Be made his statements 

As self-serving as possible. 

,Based on the evidence that .came from that witness 

stand, ladies and gentlemen, Watson's Version .of what happened 
4'4 

during these murders is so obviously'a lie/  I think that a 

child, a child could see it. 

	

11 
	

I think a child could, a 10, 11-year,--;Old 

	

12 
	

would. say., "-That is a lie., That is-ridiculous,"' 

	

13 
	

Yet, it appears, -ladies and gentlemen/  it appears 

	

- 14 
	

that these defense psychiatrists believed every single-  thinq 

	

15 
	

that that man told them. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20.  

21 

22 

Mt. Kay and I couldn't get one defense psychiatrist 

- to say that there was One single thing that Watson told them 

that they ,did not believe -- nothing. 

- 	I think if Watson told these defente psychiatrists 

that, he saw an alligator do the polka Or heard a cow speak  

the. ;Spanish;-language, I think they Would' have believed-that, 

top., 	. 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

Mr. Bubrick defended the defense psychiatrists for' .  

their not 'going to sources otheg than, Tex and he said. that 

the integrity- of these men should not be questioned. 

He called the UCLA doctors, quote, terribly right, 
- 	. 

Unquote. 

28 	 .H0 also praised Dr. Tweed/  Ditman, Markharn„ and 
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Bohr. He said they all reached the same conclusions about 

Tex, and their conclusions were reasonable. He also said they 

were not naiVe. 

Mr. eith said_, "Don't demean the psychiatrists 

who testified that Watson couldn't deliberate and premeditate 

these murders. They are top people who are very educated, 

You should respect their opinions." 

Well, ladies and gentlemen, an opinion by anyone 

-- I don't care who that person is 	/ don't care if he has 

got so many credentials he- can't even store them in his house 

an opinion by anyone, no matter who it is, is no better 

than the reasons upon which it is based. 

Let's very briefly lOot at the testimony of the 

,prosecution psychiatrists, whose conclusions that Mr. Bubrick 

and, Mr. Keith did not accept and then let's very briefly look 

at the testimony of the defense psychiatrists and see if their 

opinions are reasonable and worthy of respect, as they urge 

you to do. 

With respect to Dr. Bailey, there is no question 

that he was the most experienced of all the psychiatrists who 

testified on that witness stand and also put in by far the 

most time and research into Nit'. Watson's state of Mind at - 

the time of these murders. 

With respect to experience, he has been on the 

court appOinted list .of psychiatrists for. 3:5 years, ladies and 

gentlemen, and he and Dr. Fort were the Only psychiatrists 

appointed by Judge Alexander to examine Mr. Watson. 

Dr. Bailey in his career has examined between 
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five and six hundred defendants charged with murder and on-

two hundred of those occasions, he testified' in a court of 

law as to a defendant's state of mind at the time of the mur--- 

$o when he examined Mr. Watson, he had a vast 

background, a tremendous backgroutd of experience and he is 

hot a perennial prosecution psychiatrist, He testified that 

75 percent, of the time helpistifies for the defen0e. 

He said lie put in about'300 hours on this case; 

took a couple hundred_pagem -of -notes and prepared a 54-page 
• - 

report. 

He examined Watson on five separate Occasions and 

before he reached hii,conplusions,-he read Linda Kasabian'S 

testimotyl  Atkins' testimony;  Wii6tIs testimony, Denise 
- 	 _ 	_ 

Mallett's'testimony, Robert King's.  testimony and the testimony 

of several other WithesaeS4.- 

His conclusion, of course, that Watson could 

deliberate and premeditate and maturely and meaningfully 

reflect, et Cetera, was diatettically opposed to-the Con-

clusions reached by,  the defense psyChiatrists. 

He did Say that Watson was psychotic, but he said 

this did not prevent him from premeditating and deliberating,. 

et-cetera. 

He said in his-experience it is very Common 'for 

a ,persoh tO•be psychotic and still be 'able to deliberate and 

preOeditate,  A murder. 

With reference to this, -folie a deux diagnosis, 

Dr. Bailey's- psychiatrid report is the only 'reportthat 
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contained Any reference _to that folie a deux diagnosis. 

The defense psychiatrists, they made reference to 

that during their testimony and they apparently accepted it. 

Apparently they got it from Dr4 Bailey. 

Dr., Bailey Also:said in his opinion Watson was 

malingering when he interviewed him. 

MX4 Bubtick said, "X wonder if Tex is the type of 

person whp-couldileceiVe- the psychiatrists up at Atascadero." 

Well, the answer.- ladies and gentlemen, is that 

he tried to do. so, but he as unsuccessful. 

The significance of Dr. Owre's testimony is simply 

this 	I. an not saying he is the most .brilliant doctor that 

took. that witness stand dUring- this trial -- I am not saying. . 

that at all;_ but the -significance :of. his testimony is this, 

ladies and gentlemen: Here is a psyChiattist who is respOnsibl 

for the psychiatric treatment of one half-of the patients that' 

come from Los Angeles and Ventura Counties.. 

He bias examined over 2,000 criminal defendants. 

All the defense psychiatrists put together probably have not 

examined as many criminal defendants as that man has. 

He sees criminal defendants, ladies and gentlemen, 

Who are either mentally iii or who Are claiming mental. illness 

-On a day-to-day basit. That is his job. 

Now, don `t you' think' that 4 person like that, 

ladies and. gentlemen, can Spot f phony the moment they see 

them? Don't you think they can-spot a phony the moment the 

phony is coming down the plank, as it were 

Don't you think they develop a sixth sense with.  
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respect to people. who' are mentally ill or claiming -mental 

illness?,  That is. their job. This is what they do day in and 

day out. 

Owre, with his vast experience, said that. 

WatsOn was a malingerer who was feigning mental illness and 

gave phony answers on that psychological test. 

Watson put on a Mortiter fterd act, with his 

mouth open and when Watson didn't know he was being observed, 

the mouth closes• and he is perfectly normal. 

testified that when a psychiatrist has an 

opportunity,, as he did, to observe a person over an extended 

-,peri8d of time, the person cannot fool the psychiatrist. 

Watson was up there for 111 days and during -a 

considerable pitirtionbf that time, Owre was his psychiatrist. 

Owre concluded that Other than depression, he and 

his staff., including the chief psychologist - at AtasCaderol  

Dr. Bramwell, could find no mental, disorder in this man at all. 

This is not a psychiatrist: who is looking at Tex 

Watson as the first criminal defendant he has ever seen,who 

is claiming mental illness. 	• 

This is someone who sees these people day in and 

day out. They can smell a, phony. 

Ile looked at this gdy and he said, "No, this guy 

is not mentally ill. X know what mental illness is. r see 
those people every day. This gdy 'doesn't qualify." 

Dr. Eklund, associate medical director at 

Atascadero -- been there for six years -- tremendous amount of 

-experience Observing mentally ill people, again not .a paragon 
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of intelligence-, not the brightest man in the world, but 

experience I think meant: a lot. Experience means a lot. 

He was,  .Watscin.'s attending. physician for a few 

months And except for holidays and Weekends, he saw this man 

every single day. He was watching him everyday. In his 

opinion,_ he couldn't find any mental. illness 	'Vex Watson. 

Look at what he says aboUt 'Mt. Watson: 

"He ,did almost everything asked of him 

without any sort of question.- His behavior at 

all times was normal.. At no'-time was any abnormal 
and 

behavior'Of any kind reported.. to Ine7a.t no: time 

have •I ever _Obterved any .abnormal ,behavior of any 

kind On his part." 

This has to have weilht, ladies and gentlemen. 

Here is. .a, man that'S watching,Watsbxi every day-with. a tremen- 

dolls ismount of experienCe.. 

"His behavior at all times was entirely 

normal and I. get reports from the nursing 

service, people who were observing the man 

around the clock, and i know how he slept and 

I knew how he ate. I knew how be treated other 

patients. _I knew how he related to nursing 

service people. / had the reports there, 

"We had ward team xneetings where we -ds 

cussed his behavior and I had my own observe- 

tion of him and his behavior was normal." 

_ 	Is this entitled, to any weight as opposed to a 

psychiatrist who saw M. WatsOn fora couple of hours, ladies 
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and gentlemen? 

"g 	Throughout yout whole period of 

observation of him up thetet  did you find any 

evidence of mental illness? - 

No.. TM'  

No:, he testified that he did feel, however, that 

Watson was feigning, feigning mental illness. 

He-felt also that Watson is of above-average. 

intelligence'  with an estimated La.:of 11Q or higher.' - 
. 

Now, although Tek didn't do too well on'the...., 

psychological test up there, ladies and gentlemen, this-is 

what Eklund has to say about thatl 

"Psychological testing is used much like a 

brainwave test or blood test 'or 'what have yoU, 

but you have to take the results and evalUate; 

them clinically and compare that with what yciti 

know, what you know up here, you see, and my 

estimate of Mr. Watson is that he is considerably 

more intelligent than this report indicates." 

Sr,.Bubrick points out that one of the nUtses made 

an entry that Watson was confused and Mr. Bubrick places.  reat 

stock in that, ladies and gentlemen. 

What Mr. Bubrick didn't point out was that'that 

entry was made_ on February the 12th, 1971. Now, nurses make• 

an entry on a day-to-day basis: 
Watson was up. there for 111 days. Mr. Bubrick is 

really clutching at straws to take one entry out of those 

111 days by some nurse and say that that entry should prevail 
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and supersede the opinion of the medical and psychiatric staff 

at Atascadero, that this man is not suffering from any mental 

illness. 

Dr. Fort 	Mr. Kay, 'during 'his opening argument, 

reviewed all Dr. Pores testimony, so I am not going to go 

over it again. at this time.. 

1 win, however, refer to portions of his testi-

mony in Various parts of his final summation. 

SlUffie it to Say, ladies and gentlemen, unguesion,  

-ably, 	Fort is one of the foremost authorities, apparently,. 

on drugS in :'the entire. natiOn, perhaps 	the world. 

e seems to have an -excellent grasp and knowledge 

- of. aboUt Oa' the drugs. and _effect that drugs have upon a human- 
.-- IP 	 , 

being.; 

17:thought he was the Most impressive of all the 

psychiattists-who took. that witness Stand. Dt, Fort testi-

fied, incidentally, that he examined. Leslie Van Houton during 

the' last trial and he formed the conclusion that Manson had 

more influence over van liontOn -than ho :.had over Charles Tex 

Watson. 

- Dr. Hochman examined. Susan Atkins, Patricia, 

ErenwinkeIr' and Leslie Van 'Houton during the last trial and 

she was called to the Witness stand by Mr. Keith -- or he was 

called 'to the witness stand by 11r. Keith. 

As you knoW„ Dr. Ifochman testified that Watson 

could intend to :kill and did intend to kill these victims, had 

Malice aforethought, did deliberate and premeditate, but he 

said psychiatrical/yr  he couldn't maturely and meaningfully 

000094
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reflect 'Upon the graVity of the contemplated act: 

Now, the- basis for Dr.. BodhmSn's Opinion, ladied 

and gentlemen, is that the act of murder is not a -mature 

action, ergo-, -anyone who commits murder, by definition., -did 

not .maturely reflect upon the killing. 

He felt that not only didn't. Watson maturely and 

-Meaningfully reflect upon the killings., bUt neither did -Manton 

and Atkins and- Icrenwinkel and Van. Houton. 

Of course, Dr. HoChman also, by -definition-, is 

incorrect, ladies and gentlemen, because maturely and_Meaning-

fully reflect upon the gravity of the contemplated act,''is 

of the requirements of first degree murder and if Dr...„Hocliman 

were correct, i.e., that the very act of murder. is an. immature 

act, then. no -one. would ever be convicted of firdt degree mur- , 
der... 

Now, I am not going to tout -- I not going,- to tout 

the- testimony -of the prosecution psychiatrits in this case to 

any great extent, for the simple reason that I don't think 

their testimony, or the testimony 91 the defense psychiatrists 

is crucial,. 

Neither the prOteoution„ nor the, defenSe psychia,-

trists were percipient witnesses. to- any of the things that 

happened. 

The testimony of Linda Easabian, Barbara Hoyt and 

Dianne Lake and Rudolf Vieber is infinitely more important than 

the testimony -of ail these psychiatrits put together, but I 

will make joist a few observations about the prosecution 

psychiatrists. 
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NO. 1.. I believe that theit conclusions that 

mr. Watsbh ,did deliberate. and. premeditate these murderl and 

maturely and 'meaningfully reflect Upon the gravity of the con- , 

teMplated act is-  uch more consistent and compatible with the 

evidence-  that came from that witness stand.  than the concIusuons 

.of the defense psychiatrists. And in a short while, X will 

tell you.  why I reached- that-conclusion. 

No. 2. At least 0-- .at lea0t4, ladies and gentlemen,,  

thkpropecution psychiatrists did not demonstrate the ,extreme 

gullibility that the.  defense. psychiattiStS demonstrated. 

The prosecution psychiattist$4 like Dr. Fort and 

Dt. Bailey, they testified that there were,  certain things that. 

Mt. Watson told them which they did believe-and there were 

cettain other things which they did not believe. 

"The defense psychiatrists believed everything.. 

'Their gullibility is shoCking, ladies and gentlemen --

absolutely shocking, Astonishing for professional men. 

.No. 3. No defense psychiatrist had anywhere near 

the -experience in the field of drugs as Dr. Fort. 

No defense psychiatrist had anywhere near the 

general psychiatric experience of Dt. Bailey. 

And no defense psychiatrist had anywhere near the 

,"experience in evaluating and observing people who are mentally 

ill, br claiming- mental illness, and who are' incarcerated' and 

awaiting trial, as D. Eklund and Dr. Ore had..  

So certainly in terms of experience, if ekperience 

means anything at all, ladies and gentlemen, the defense 

psychiatrist. cannot eVen begin to match up, with the prosecution 
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psychiatrist, 

- 	No. 4. All of the prosecution psychiatrists read 

Linda KaSabiants testimony and Susan Atkins' testimony before 

they reached their conclusionS. 

The defense,  psychiatristS, with the exceptiOn of 

Dz.. Tweed, did not. Common sense, ladies and gentlemen, would 

dictate that it is necessary. 

- Look at Dr, Bailey's testimony on this point: 

"Q. 	Let me ask you, in. forming an opinion 

with respect to any defeidant's state-  of mind 

at the time =he committed- a crime, do- you feel, 

as far as you :are concerned, that it' is absolutely 

-essential And imperative,  that you familiarize 

yourself with all ,of -the:defendant's conduct, and 

statements at the- time of-the-  Crime? 

"A, 	Thia :answer may seem pat, bait assuredly 

yea, becaUse, in fact, in this particular type of 

work, it is a matter of tacit understanding and 

requirement that psychiatristS read at least the 

transcripts before even examining the defendant." 

This is a man now who has been a court appointed 

psychiatrist for .35 years. He says:it is a requirement that 

you, read the testimony before you even examine the person. 

He says: 

"This goes for any case and Certainly in every 

case., it is necessary to know as much as one can, 

ass to the background and as to the individual's 

statements and as to- the statements of others that 
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opinion as to N. Watson's state "of mind at the 

- time of these murders, if you had 'no knowledge Of 

what he did and said On these -auto nights of mur-

der? 

X couldn't, no. 

ut). 	So it is absolutely imperative that 

you familiarize yourself with what he did and 

said; is that correct? 

That is correct.'" 

-Dr.,  Portz 

IT. 	Doctor, do you feel. that outside, data 

is important in formUlating your conclusions 

regarding a defendant'e mental state. at the time 

Of the crimes? 

z feel that It is,  net only iMpOrtant, 

-15ut essential-. 

1:m you feel you Could teach, a valid. 

psyChiatric opinion regarding such question as to 

whether or not the defendant could deliberate or 

premeditate or harbor malice at the time of the 

commtssion of a murder, without knowing what the 

perSon did or said at the time of the. 'crime? 

"I certainly think such an opinion would 

be much_less valid and in most instances invalid, 

if it did-not seek out the widest possible range 

of outside, infOrmation to cross-check and to 

supplement what one is able to.. learn from a 
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direct discustion ,ot examination of a particular 

defendant. 

IIQ 	In other words, you kind of feel that 

the• more knowledge you .have., the better? 

°X 	Without question.° 

The reason I read excerpts from the testimony of 

these witnesses is that it is so, easy to forget. 

T at one of the laWyers on this case. 1 look at 

these transcripts emery night and to save my life, I can't 

remember much of the things that are in the transcript. This 

Is why I read excerpts from the testimony to you to refresh 

your membry: 

Now, while it is true that the prosecution 

psychiatrists did believe Linda's stories over Tex Watson' s 

they had a reasonable basiti fot it. 

They didn't just believe everything Linda -said, 

without: verifying it: with other information/  the way the defens 

psychiatrists believed -everything that Tex Watson did without 

- verifying what- he said with other information. 

Dr._ Bailey testified that one reason why he 

believed Linda ''s version is that it coincided. with Su$an 

Atkins' testimony, 

Dr. Bochman said, that Susan Atkins' testimony 

tended to Corroborate Linda's testimony. 

Dr. Fort said the sate thing. 

Let's briefly look at the testimony of the defense 

psychiatristsr i4hom Mr. Bubrick and Mr. Keith, praised so highly 

• as being terribly bright and educated and I think we will see/ 
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ladieS and: gentlemen, that among the defense psychiatrists, 

- common.ense was not very common.. 

-This group. of psychiatrists and psychologists from.  

UCLA, you belie-. to admit, ladies and gentlemen, they really 

were something else. They- really were something 

I got the. impression, ladies and gentlemen, that 

they looked upon Tex Watson as.a patient of theirs, that they 

Would have gladly wrapped up in their.  Collective bosoms and 

took hoMe.:Vith. them to nurse them. 

The,poor.guy. All he Aid' was-Onrder seven people 

and anyein-who-murdes seven people deserves. a tot of syMpathy. 

Dr..- Tratikhcame right out and said. that he looked 

upon Tex-as a patient of his and his recommendation was that 

Tex neither receive_the death penalty or life imprisonment, 

butthat-he be serktO a hospital and giveh medication and 

Care.. 	 _ 

Dr. Frank didti't mention what hospital, but am 

sure if he 1144 an- opportunity he would have put in a bid. for 

the. UCLA Medical Center. 

Let's briefly look at the unbelievable statements 

"Made by this -UCLA group., and T think we are going to see that 

their approach_ was so untealisticr  so incredibly unrealistic, 

they seem to be, operating in an Alice--in-wonderland type of 

atmosphere.- 

Dr.-Frank,, who had bay testified in a court of 

law one previous time as to the state of mind of a murderer;  

-Started. out by  saying that he didn't even realize that Mr. 

-fttson'Spresent mental condition was not an issue in this 
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trial. 

He went on to say that he felt all criminal 

behavior was a manifestation of mental illness. 

think if Dr. Frank had his way, all criminals 

would be in hospitals not j:ails 	prisons, but the doctor 

then made this incredible statement 	t am going to keep- 

Using the 'word "incredible" Or "unbelievable" or "incredible," 

bedause I don't, have any Other-adjecttves, 1 apologize to 

you. These are the only twoo-adjedties that I know' to 

describe .someOf the testimony-,of these psychiatrists. 

Be made the inor'edtbleiotatetent that be approached, 

die psychiatric-  evaluation of Tex. Watson, a person charged 

with seven counts of murder, _the same as he would' approach 

the psychiatric evaluation of 'a 107: abiding citizen who came 

to him off the street. 	 x 
That was his-testilipny. 1 have already discussed 

that in terms of credibility, thete is.  all the difference in, 

the world between a private person coming to a psychiatrist 

for help and a person. charged With: murder. 

The fact that.Dr. !rank is not -aware of this -Is-

shocking. Dr. Prank then went on to. make another ,incredible 

Statement. 

He. testified that when a person whom he is examining 

tells him-something, he isn't even interested if whether the 

person is telling him: the truth. 

He testified that' what I am concerned about, with, 

-is hot he sees his problems. 

think that one was kind of a hard/  left jab -and 
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2 	- 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

I think I landed up on this. chair and X got up a couple of 

Seconds later, was groggy, but he came back with some more 

very telling• blows. 

In other words-; Dr. Frank wasn't even interested 

in whether. Tex• Watson was telling 'him the truth. Apparently, 

the truth is not important. 

Well., not only is it important, ladies and gentle-

ment, it is alb:-important. That is why we have been here for 

two. months: to -ascertain the• truth. 

Dr. Frank said: *X dontt care if he is telling 

me the truth." 

Dr. Frank's gullibility 	he was a nice guy. X 

liked Dr. Frank, but hiS gullibility Was• nothing short of 

incredible. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

.17• 

18 

19' 

?fl 

2F 

22- 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

 

 

I asked him this question, I said.: 

"Doctor, dO you think Mr.• Watson has 

the type of character• that would _cause,  him to 

lie to you to serve hie own purpose? 

"L. 	X 'don.'t.'"  

He was so pathetic, -lie was alMost cute. The man 

has the character to 'murder-  seven people,-but he doesn't have 

the,  character to lie. 

The dOctor was so, -obviously confused -on the witness 

stand that to. demonstrate his• confusion, X asked him, I said: 

"Doctor, -did you read Linda Kasabian's 

testimony at the Gifand.• Jury?" 

And he said: "Yes.." 

.0f course, Linda didn't testify at the Grand Jury.- 
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I • 2 

4 

-Now., if the- doctor had.read Linda's testimony -at the trial, 

then you could say, "Well, maybe .he confused the (grand Jury 

with the trial.," but he didn't read her testimony at the trial, 

either. 

Incidentally., 'when I asked him why he didnit read 

6 	Linda's testimony, he answered: 

7 

	

	 "I canit think of any specific reason 

why I didmIt read it. 
r' 

no 	You will agree, Doctor., that by and 

large your opinion of whathappened -on these two 

Ir. 	- nights .o€' murder camp from Tex Watson? 

- 	That is right*" 

When I asked the 'doctor -if Tex intended-  to kill 

these' victims, he sparred with, me back and forth- for a few 

minutes; several pages in the transcript and he finally replied' 

-117-Zon/t know." 

169 stab wounds and Dr. Frank.said7  HI don't 

know whether.  TeX meant to. kill. these people.." 

If he didn't intend. to- kill them, ladies and 

gentlemen., 'What-did he intend to do? Tickle them or frighten 

them -or maybe just injure-them just a little bit/ 

Dr* Vrank, as you: know, never did testify whether 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

-.22 

23 he felt Watson deliberateckand premeditated these murders, 

2-4, or could maturely and meaningfully reflect on the gravity of 

25 his contemplated act* 

	

- 26 	 . He did say he was psychotic. He also said he was 

27 against the- 'death penalty* 

	

_ 28 	 I felt that of all, the UCLA doctors 	although 
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1 	Dr. Frank's testimony was equally poor -- he Wasithe sincerest. 

He was the sincerest of the• group and I want to talk about 

the sincerity of these,  other two doctors, because i really 
4 	question it and I will give you good reasons why X question 
5 

8 

9 

10 

12 

-.13 

1-4- 

15 

17 

2,Ct 

2.1 

22 

23 

24 - 

225. 

.26 

2a.  

But Dr. Frank came right out and admitted, "I 

tried to make my evaluation of Mr. Watson as therapeutic am 

X could.." In so many words, 'Dr.. Prank testified that he 

wanted to help Mr. Watson, giving him ,a fayorable-evaluation, 

hlthough the good doctor may want to-help Charles 

Watson, ladies- and gentlemen, we are .not here ,to 'help Mr. 

Watson. WO are here to-determine whether h4 had the requisite 

:mental capacity to.  be gUilty of first degree_ murder. 

Dr. Frank also concluded that mit °nix:was Watson 

psychotic, but Manson and Krenwinkel and Susan Atkins and 

Leslie Van Eotton were also psychotic,-  to 1"14,1114,  assume that 

fees that not only should.  Tex Watson be hospitalized, 

perhaps,  at the UCLA Medical Center, but. alto Charles Manton, 

Atkins, Krenwinkel and. Van Mouton. apparently, should be his 

bedmates and _none of them shoUld be given life: imprisonment 

or the. death penalty or anything like that. 

• Dr. Palmer -- Dr. Palmer was not to. -be outdone, 

ladies and gentlemen, by Dr'. Frank. 

His position was, this is a free country, if Dr. 

Frank makes statements on the witness stand that are laughable/  

• to .can I. 

With respect to Tex Watson's present X.Q.. Dr. 

Palmer testified that it was 88 and he theorized that Watson's 
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1.Q. in Texas was between 110 and 120. 

Now, this estimate of Watson's /.Q., ladies and 

gentlemen, of course is pure conjecture and speculation. No 

X.Q. test-was given to Tex back in Texas, and no psychiatrist 

even examined him back there. 

Speculation, I think, primarily was based, not 

only on Ter's grades back in Texas, but on a study of the 

I.Q s of students at the very academically prestigious 

Oberland College, which, of course, is probably just a few 

cuts above North Texas State. .  

Mr, Keith argued that Tex was a bright student 

in Texas. Well, although. Tex did get good grades in high 

school, X think he had a B or A average in high school, but 

when he got to college, his average was only a C. 

On this college entrance examination which he took., 

as compared to other students who vent to college, Tex finished 

in the lower quartile. This is the lower 25 percent. 

So, although Tex was no 'mental midget, he was no 

mental giant either, ladies and gentlemen. 

Watson then as now is probably of average intel-

ligence. If anything, he has got a lot of cleverness in there,  

that might raise him a little bit above average. 

Let's assume, ladies and gentlemen, in, case any 

of you' are concerned about this low X.Q. -- X can't read your 

minds, X am not a psychiatrist -- let'S assume that you are 

concerned about it. 

• let's ,assume that Tex's 	in. Texas was higher- 

than it is tight now. Several points haVe.to be borne in 

000105
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27 
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mind. 

Although Watson's present I-. Q., let's_aisume is 

88y we 	t know what his I.Q. was the time of these 

Murders. 

His I.Q. at the time of the murders may have been 

the same as. it was back in Texas and it may .have dropped dOwn 

to. 88, because. of the extreme depte$Sion. he is going through 

now in all .ofHhis.-anxIety and-emotional problems: 

Dr, palMet-*.even concluded this, although he said 

that he did-not 'think,: that Watson' s depression and anxiety 

could bring 1t from 	to 120 down to- 88. 

well4'7;maybe It could. - We don't knoW, 

poor physical health can adversely effect the psychological 
- 

test. 

iiratson certainly is not In go0d physical health 

right now and he Vasnit' at the time-Of these pSychological 

tests-out at Atascadeto.-  

Another point, to be 	in: mind *:s from doctors' 

testimony that a person's actual. 1.Q. may be higher or lower 

than the Wechsler test indicates, 

Also, we. don't 	Watilon answered all clues- 

tiOns the way he vas capable of answering them, or if here ' 

and there he deliberately gave a false Answer. 

sow, Dr. Owre testified that at Atascadero, he 

felt that Tex gave false andwerd. lf. he gave them up there-, 

why couldn't he. have. given false answers out at UCLA? 

.1n any, event, we can assume: his T.Q., his I.Q. we 

can infer Was, higher at the time of these murders and hiss- poor 
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physical health and extreme depression have brought it down 

to 88. 

But let's give Charles Tex Watson every benefit 

of the doubt. Let's give him every benefit of the doubt and 

let'lit assume At the time of these murders, his I.Q. was 86. 

Xs there some. requirement, ladies and gentlemen, 

in the California Penal Code that a person has to have an X.Q., 

& high 14., to be guilty of first degree murder, that be-has 

to 
 

graftate from some college with 	do they call it summa_ 

cum laude? Ts that some type of requirement that maybe r 

*mit. know about. 

Twenty-four percent of the American population 

have /.Q.'s of_89 or lower. In view of the fact that there 

are 200.000,000 Americans and about 50,0004000 Americana -have 

below 80, certainly no one is going to. suggest. that 

501.000,000 Americans are incapable of committing fist degree 

murder. 

18 	 So even assuming he had 	of 88, so what? 

19 Giving him every benefit of• the doubt, so what? 

20 	 tict-only is his I.Q. of 88 within a group. aansist,- 

- 21 ing of somp4000 people, but within that group, it is in the 

22 upper two percent. 

23 	 With resPect7 to the Minnesota Multiphasic Persdon- 

24 ality XnVentory test, perhaps the moat comprehensive test - 

25 given to Mr. Watson, because it consists of 566 questions, 

26 Pt. Paimet's associate, Dr. Alex Caldwell, adincluded that 
27 Matson', test profile was a quote of borderline validity. 

28 	 Dr. Palmer disagreed.  with his associate and felt 
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short of unbelievable. 
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16 look at the questions and. when we look, at Mr. Watson's answers 

17 to those questions., we find out that Tex Matson-wasn't con-

. .18-  fused at all and his answers weren't inappropriate, but D. 

19 Palmer was hopelessly and shamefully confused. 

20 	 I am not going over all the questions and, answers 

21 	-Mr. Kay did that -- but jIlst a couple. 

22 	 'Question: I am easily awakened by noisei" 

.Z3 	 -Watson's answer: "True." A. person who is charged. 

with seven counts of murder cannot be expect to sleep too 

soundly -- perfectly normal answer. 

"Question: Most nights I go to sleep without 

thoughts or ideas ever bothering me.." 

Watson's answer was "False." 

24 

25 

- 26 

that the test results were Valid. 

. Well, with Dr. Palmer interpreting those test 

results., the way he did, how in the world could that test have. 

any-validity whatsoever? 

Not only was it obvious that Dr. Palmer had a very 

poor grasp of figures and percentages and relationships, as-

evidenced by,  hiS hopeless confusion-On that witness stand 

with respect to the Wechsler.1....Zi, at'the. start of grosd- 

laxamination, but his interpretationr- ladies and gentlemen, of 

Watson's answers on the M,M.P.I.. Critical items list, a small 

number of questions within.  the Y  546,,Was absolutely nothing 

Palmer testified that Watson's answers on the • 

I. -critical items list showed :Oonsiderable emotional 

disturbance; confUsionr  and were AnapprOpriate, but when we 

000108
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In other Words, when he did go. to sleep, he .does 

have, thoughts bothering him. Completely.  appropriate. No 

confusion whatsoever. 

 

Another-question: 

"I feel anxiety about something or someone 

almpst ail the time." 

Matson's answer was: -"True." 

Again, a perfectly appropriate answer• for someone 

on trial for his life. 

."Questiont I am sure I am being talked 

abont." 

"Answer: True." 

This case has received-  worldwide publicity. Tex 

Watson is correct. He says that people are talking about him. 

"Question: I have had very peculiar and. 

strange experiences." 

"Answer: True.; 

-For someone who has taken just about' every type 

of drug imaginable and murdered seven human beings, this was 

a perfectly appropriate answer. 

It might not be the same answer that some housewife 

back in Minneapolis woad give, but I think we can assume that 

that housewife hasn't taken the drugs that he has taken and 

killed seven people. 

This m.M.P.I. Test, ladies and gentlemen, was 

originally given, according to the testimony that came from 

the 'witness stand, to 700 relatives pf hospital patients in 

Minnesota. This is norm group. 
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The norm group, the group against which all other 

people taking the test are Compared. 

The M.M.P.X.:has never been standardized on 

criminal. defendants. The basic theory of the test, according 

to Dr. Palmer, is that the more -cuestiOns a person answers the. 

same way as MOMPiers of the norM group would answer-, the more 

likely he would have a personality and disposition like meMbers, 

of the norm grOup. 

 

- 	Since the Ad= group consists of 700 relatives of 

hospitalatients, and Tex Watson has murdered seven people, 

how-can.  any sensible person expect WatsOn: to -anSwer those 

qUOstioni- like members of the norm group? 

 

Kam, 1 

 

  

    

Yet, Dr. Palmer expected him to. Time and time 

Ag4in When,  I asked Dr. Palmer - whether it wasn't perfectly 

nOrmal for Watson to- answer the -questions the way he did, he 

-all. -I know is that most other people don't answer 

that question that way." 

Incredible -- absolutely incredible, Other people 

haven't killed seven people and are not on trial for their • 

lLfe 

' What it boils down to is this -- here is what it 

boils down tol If Tex Watson had answered the questions 

differently-from the way 1.1• did, that would show confusion and 

those would be inappropriate answers, but since he answers 

the questions correctly and appropriately, without confusion, 

,and. since they differ from the way the norm group would answer, 

Dr. Palmer comes to a conclusion-that he has emotional dis-

turbance/  inappropriateness, ccinfusionf  mental illness. 
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This is a professional man, ladies and gentleten, 

an educated man who specializes in things like this and he 

takes that witneSs stand and testifies like that. 

Dr. Palmer„ to further show how unrealistic he is 

stated in his. report, again incredible, he said. 

"Mr. Watson goes over his problems over and 

over again and worries it a highly excessive 

fashion!  probably magnifying them extremely." 

How can anyone being charged with -sevencounts of 

murder, on trial for his life, be accused of magnifying his 

problems? Does anyone have more problems than Tex Watson has? 

Dr. Palmer wasn't even familiar, ladies and gentle- 

matt, with his own written report. 

Did you, get the impressioh, Doctor, 

that Mr. Watson doesn't watt to fade up,:'-to the 

faCt that he killed seven people 'and ha:is try- 

ing to talk himself into believing that this 

was some type of an accident? 

"sri. 	No." 

Yet, on Page .5 of his own report, he - writes: 

"The story I suggested that Mr. Watson is 

unable to account to himself the events of which 

he is accused of perpetuating in that he tries to 

tell himself that it Is more like an operation , 

possibly an accident." 

Observations 'of Dr. Palmer. 

Dr. Owre testified that the circumstances surround- 

ing the taking of the psychological test, can adver$ely affect 
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1,0 

1-2 

13 

14 

the results and I think certainly the extreme depression, and 

anxiety Of Mr. Watson would contrast considerable with the 

presumably relaxed circumstances under whiCh the norm group 

took the test. 

You must also remember, ladies and gentlemen, that 

Dt. Palmer conceded that none-of theSetestsvere detigned to 

answer the question that you have to-answer: Whether he 

dieliberated and premeditated these-murders and had the mental 

Capacity fot first degree murders 

Incidentally, this- was the first time that Dr. 

Palmer examined a person charged with murder and testified 

at that person's trial. 

in contrast, there was Dr. Bramwell. Dt. Bra0Well 

is the chief psychologist up at Atascadero. I think we can 

assume, I think it is a reasonable inference that as. chief 

paychologist, he must have a Vast., tremendoud amount of 

.experiende elamining criminal defendants. 

In fact, Dr. Owre„ Page 4,566 of the transcript 

testified that BramWell did have considerable experience and 

Dr4 Bramwell concluded in his report,--"The large scatter of 

$uppteSsed scores indicate that M. Watson is probably capable 

of functioning at a more. effective. and efficient intellectual 

level, postibly at average to above average range." 

-Of course, on the Wechsler• 1.Q., an averagee  I 

Would say, is between ioa and 109. 

Dr. BraMwell then concludes that Watson was 

probably capable of performing consistent with an I.Q. of 

10.0 to 109 or higher and he,  concluded his report: 

15 
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"Watson's present intellectual functioning 

appeared-diminished due to the presence of anxiety 

and depressive elements, Mr. Watson is presently 

experiencing." 

Dr. John Suarez -- Dr. Suarez Vas the doctor who 

coordinated. this group of doctors out- at UCLA and in view of 

the unbelieVable statements that that doctor made on that 

witness. Stand, J. is understandable, ladies- and gentlemen, how 

the quality-of the maipsychiatriots. an4 pSychologists' 

testimony was. so lOw._ 

.4511#age 3787 of the transcript, he admitted that 

in determining vhatayersonlo state of mind was at the time 

he engaged in a particular activity, it is very important for 

the psychiatrist to ascertain what the-Verson said and did at 
the time of the-SUbjeCact.. 

-Re .sparred withme, vent back and forth, but I 

finally gotTit - out of him that it -was very important to.know 

about what tappened.. 

With this inmimi, asked htm the folloWing 

question., and we established.  that it-was important to- find out 

what a person Aid and said: 
119. 	Did you make any effort to ascer- 

tain Terhat Linda Kasabian had to say about Tex 

watsonls participation in these murders, make 

any effort at all? 

No, I did not, not directly. 

Why -not? 

Because when one does. an evaluation, 
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there is a limit to what one can do and in 

general., I put the burden: on the attorney 

who has asked me to ,do,  the evaluation., to 

provide me with those data that are relevant 

and helpful to. me in constructing and evalua-

tion 

41Q.. 	And did the defense attorneys 

furnish you with Linda ICasabian's testimony? 

Not that I can- recall. 

Don't you think It would have. been ! 

helpful and advisable for you to haVe read that 

testimony?" 

Again, a pause. 

"I mit sure it Ovoid have been helpful to:-17 -

have talked to the parents, to talked to the 

people who knew Watson in many stages over time. 

There is a practical limit to how much one can 

do.. Even 

Just listen ,to, this; 

"-- oven if, they 	Supplied me with. the 

testiMony, I- dohlt know if l would have had time 

to read it.." 

This is the man who was in charge of that UCLA. 

_ group.  

1f you can think of a better adjective than 

"incredible" or "unbelievable," I wish you could send me - .a 

note so I vfoUIdn' t have to keep: Using those words, Contrast 

that with the attitude of Dr. Bailey who put in 300 hours. 
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Charles Watson is being charged with murder and 

2 
	

Di. Suarez, a member of the medical profession, take0 that 

3 - witness stand and very cavalierly testified as to-  Tex Watson's 

4 
	

state of mind at the time Of the murders, then has the audacity 

5. 	I call it audacity -- to state that mot only didn't he 'read 

6 
	

Linda's testimony, but if he were furnished with it, he probabl 

7 	wouldn't have read it. 

-8 
	

-He had time to come into this- court of law and 

inject his` opinion on Watson's state of mind at the time. of 

these murders, an opiniOn, that was based:on a woeful Zack of 

information- and I am sure he had time to accept his sizable 

fee for testifying and examining -Mr. Watson. 

Without even reading- her testimony, which varies 

X think Linda'-.$ testimony i would say varies in about lg to. 

.20 important aspects from Watson's testimony -- he accepted it. 

14.01 	Did you; form an opinion that Mr. Watson 

told you the truth? 

"A. 	It was my  impression that the story 

that he presented to be basically was correct." 

These UCLA-doctors concluded, testified- that Watson 

accepted and swallowed everything that Manson told him. What 

they didn't add to- it, that they accepted and swallowed every-

thing that Watson told them. 

I think if Watson told them -at one time he riveted 

a nail on custard pie, they would have believed that, too. 

THE COURT: I think we will have about a 10-minute 

break, 	Bugliosi. 

MR. BuGLIOSI: Thank you. 
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THE COURT We will have a'10-minute break/  ladies and 

gentlemen. Please heed the usual admonition. 

(Recess.) 

THE 	People against Watson. Let the record show 

all jurors,. the defendant and counsel are present. 

11r. Bugliosi, you _may proceed. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Thank you, your Honor. 

Just for clarification, ladies, and gentlemen, Dr. 

FOrt did not examine Leslie Van 'Houton at the last trial, 

looking back at the testimony. He Wt's called to the witness 

stand by Mr. Keit1i at the last-trial and he was presented with 

a hypothetical situation -whichencomOssed much of the evidence 

at the last trial concerning teeliellan Houton and he did give 

an opinion with respect to Leslie Van Houton, but he did not 

personallyy-examine 

Another point Want, to repeat, that Dro Suarez 

did not testify to whether or not ,Mr. Watson had ditinished 

mental dapadity at the. time of these murders, but he did 

testify, he did inject his opinion, one that is woefully lack-

ing insofar as a basis, he did inject his opinion. that Watson 

was psychotic at the time of these murders. 

Dr.. Suarez was the doctor- who repeatedly made 

statements, ladies1  and gentlemen, on the witness stand which 

were diametric'ally opposed, 'completely contradictory and 

inconsistent with statements he made in two published articles 

of his. 'in medical journals and then when I. pointed out the in- 

consistencies to him, instead of being frank about it and 

saying, "Well, this does appear to be inconsistent and. I have 
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changed my mind," or something like that -- no, he said that 

wasn't reading what he- wrote properly. 

I will give you one exatple: 

"You -will agtee --" when I asked him these 

questions., I already had these articles obviouslY, 

whether he knew that or not, I don't knout -- 

1q). 	You will agree that the more time that 

elapses between the killing and the examination, 

the more difficult it is for a psychiatrist to 

evaluate a. person's mental condition at the time 

of the, killing. Would you agree with me on that? 

"A 	Yes. r think that not just with 

regara to killings, but in general. 

Right? 

The more time that elapSes, the harder 

it is to reconstruct what a patient was like at 

a certain :time in the past. 

!Tv. 	In fact., Doctor, not only is it 

difficult, but isn't it even psychiatrically 

impossible for a psychiatrist to examine a per-

son ? year or so after the killing, isn't it 

impossible for him to do this and give specific-

information about the mental state of the person 

at the• time of the crime? 

"74. 	Againf  the information that is given 

is more about his condition at the time and that 

isn't hardly impossible because that Is. what I 

have been doing here since. 1:30 and it is possible 
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to reconstruct, even though time has elapsed." 

Yet, the doctor admitted writing this in an article 

of his in the journal of Forensic Science: 

"It is nott -possible 	I repeat;  he said 

"It is not possible- 	in other wordS1  it is 

poeisible -- "It is not poSsible; nor is it likely 

in the -near future fOr a psychiatrist, who firSt 

sees-the patient sometimes months after the , 	-- • 

offense;  to give Specific information about the fw 
- men al state of the defendant at the time of the 

-...7offense.° 

JIbe question Of -sincerity of SUarez and Palmer 

-.I don't question the Sincerity of Dr.. Frank;  he was: just 

--'hopk4eset1iConfused. He Was doing the best he could, totally 

-.- unqualified-, but I think he was sincere. 

These people; Palmer and Suarez, their testimony 

was Shameful 	members-  of the. -medical. 	one of the 

most -noble of all professions, unbelieVable. And I just hit 

some of the highlights, I could have gOne in to much more 

depth. 

Dr.- Vernon Hohr;  / questiOn.this man's sincerity. 

He Is apsychiatrist, He Is appointed by Judge- Lucas And he 

is-sent a letter with a form and it says to examine Tek Watson 

and send report back tome;  telling me whether in dour opinion: 

Watson could deliberate and premeditate these murders and 

whether he-could Maturely and meaningfully reflect upon-the 

gravity-of the contemplated act. 

. Be has gOt this report. He is getting paid for it. 
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Even though Dr. Bohr dictates the report -- he 

dictated the report. The$e are his words and 'ho readS the 

report and he signs it before it leaves his office. 

Somehow he blames hip secretary for- that informa-

tion not being, in the report. Instead of testifying, saying 

"Sorry, I made a mistakel it was an oversight." He blames 

his-secretary. 

Be dictated the report .andhe- read_. the report and- 

he signed it. 

This is somewhat reflective -about! the type of 

individuals these psychiatrists Were who took that witness 

stand. They don't have any halo around them/  dust like any-

body

- 

 else. 

Dr. Bohr testified that to -determine "Mr:-  Watson's 

state of mind -at the time ,of the murder's/ he said it would 

have: been helpful for him to learn about Watson's .conduct and 

statements from. -other persons, since he admitted that Mr. 

Watson was not an unbiased source Of information about himself. 

I then asked him "Well/  then, Doctor/  if that is 

truer  did you. read Linda Xasabian's testimony -or Susan Atkins' 

testimony? 

.And what he-  Aid., be attempted -to cover.  up for 

his obvious negligence by- making a statement on that witness 

stand, "Well., I didn't know I could read their testimony/  

because it was in another proceeding." 

I can't believe he is being truthful, ladies and 

gentlemen. 

A man whb has been around. the criminal courts, as 
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long as that man has, has got to know that he had every right 

in the world to read Linda's testimony and Susan Atkins' 

testimony. 

Now, I will give you conclusive proof that he Was 

lying, on that witness stand.. This is conclusive protif. 

A half hour- later in his testimony he apparently 

forgot what he had previously testified to and he testified --

this is in the transcript- -- that he asked Sam Bubrick for a 

copy -of.  the Grand Jury proceedings in this. date.;  which, of 

dourse., included Susan Atkins' testimony. 

He apparently forgot. That is Conclusive proof that 

he wasn't telling you the truth when he said he didn't have 

the right to read that, read those repOrts. 

Byer' if he didn't think he' had the right to read 

Susan Atkins' and Linda Xasabian's testimony in other proceed-

ings, why didn't he at least read Linda's testimony in this 

_proceeding? 

Dr. Bohr then went on and said that even if Tex 

Watson had never told him What he did,  and said on these two 

nights of Murder, and. even if he didn'it get. this information 

from anyone -else., he would still be able to render a valid 

Opinion on Whether Mr. 'Watson had the requisite mental capacity 

at the time of these murders.. 

I got the iMpreSsion from most of theSe defent3e-

psyciatristS0  it really made no difference what Tex did and 

said. So: -what? 

That was their 	 Tex is incapable of 

deliberating and premeditating. Don''t confuse me with the 
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facts. I have already made up my mind. It is irrelevant what 

he did and said. That was their state of mind. 

Dr. Bailey has been around for 35 years, he said 

there is an implicit understanding you don't even examine a 

person unless you have-  read the testimony, the transcript, to 

find out what that person did and said. 

Dr.. Ditman made a very interesting statement. He 

said that the chronic 'se :of LSD plus paranoid schizophrenia 

would make One incapable of deliberating, premeditating a 

murder. 

_Now,/  it is7obvious from the testimony of many 

witnessed that Charlea Manton was a. chronic user of LSD and 

Dr. Ditman testified :that. in his opinion,  Manson was a paranoid 

sChtzOPhreniC, so I Vest the good doctor believes that Charle 

Mansdn didn't, deliberate and' premeditate these murders, either. 

No, One did. These 'peoplejuSt happened to die. 

They just happened to-end up in the ground and 

the people that just happened. to-ktIl them should be breast 

f134.-opt. at UCLA Modical,:denter. Nobody should be punished' 

for these. things. 

Dr. Bohr testified that- if Watson had in fact done 

the Various things that Linda Xasabiansaid that he -didl  thit 

would be -evidence of deliberation ;and premeditation, but that 

doctor' was quick to add that .Tex Watson didn't tell him this 

and he believed Tex Watson's version, even though in the very 

next breath he said Tex Watson is not a good source of infor-

nation. He is biased. 

'The doctor felt that Mr. Watson presently has A. 
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moderately _severe depression and he feels that this is abnormal 

and, therefore 'shows. mental illnets. 

Most of the defense psychiatrists said that 

basically the same thing, They said this man is very 'depressed 

and this shows Mental illness. 

Theee'doctors are so removed 'from reality, ladies 

and gentlemen, so totally removed from reality -- and they 

talk- about psydhotis -- that even though he is being charged—

with seven counts .of murder and. fading the penalty of death, 

they think he has nO right to be extremely depressed and if 

he is extremely depressed, he must be mentally ill. 

Why„- people become depressed when their favorite - 

ball team- loses a game. .I saw one of the jurors tatse:hi& 

head:. Apparently he didn't agree with melon that. 	-** 

They get upset. . -A favorite ball team? This man 

is on trial dor his 11-fe_. As the defense. psychiatrists Said 

he must be. mentally Ili., he is depressed. 

TEE COUTUrt 'They lost again today, by the way., 

A juRoTt: I aam depressed. 

MR. BUGLIOSX: It depends on who your ball team is. 

TM: COURT: It has to be the Giants mow...  

Mut. MTGLIosx: I asked the doctor if Mr. Watson had 

knowledge aforethought and he said no. 

So I said, "Well, Doctor, now you formed an 

opinion on that, what does malice aforethought Mean to you?" 

Re said, "Well, it means 	hatred, enmity 

toward the vidtim." 

Well  the dootor has givet his opinion about 
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something that, he-does not understand because malice Afore-

thought, a legal term,, dOes not -mean enmity or animosity or 

hatred toward the victim and Judge Alexander will. instruct you 

to that -effect. 

From a layman's. •standpoint„ a nonlegal standpoint, 

yes., malice does Mean hatred, but from a legal standpoint, it 

does. not. It has a completely different meaning. 

It simply means intent to kill: A classic example • 

Of psYchitristS trying to give opinionS on legal matters and 

with a psychiatric batite of referen0e. 

The doctor then went on to say that he didn't 

'belieVe Mr. Watson intended to kill these victims. Again, I 

have to say incredible. 

I have no other word, :I think; there is a word 

called ineffable which means indescribable. I am sorry. I 

can't think Of any-other adjective; ladieS and gentlemen. 

Dr.. Ditman testified he was a friend of Mr. Keith's 

He examined TeX on August the 30th and September the 3rd, 1971„ 

which was after the trtal had already started. 

He testified that he skinned Linda Kasabian's 

testimony. I got the impression that it was -while Watching-

television,. but he clid this after he bad already prepared his 

report and reached a conclusion. 

At the preVious trial, he examined Leslie Van 

Houton and. testified with respect, to her during the penalty 

phase arid Mr. Keith called Dr. Dithan to- the stand during the 

Penalty phaSe of the last trial and he called Dr. ,Ditman to 

the stand this 
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Ditman testified he was against the-death 

penalty. The doctor testified that in his opinion Matson 

didn't realize that murdering these people was wrong. 

Of course not, Doctor. Of course not. That is 

whyte took every conceivable measure to avoid detection and 

told Linda to wipe off fingetptints. told -- made Dianne Lake 

promise not to tell anyone. 

Be-did these things,because he didn't know that 

what he was doing was wrong.. Novi, listen to thigt incredible. 
- 

gobbledygook testimonr of br. Ditman, because I think it is 

classic to-show the Oaiiberlofi;t4eSe!!"fenSe psydbitarists. 

The doctor- first testified-'that Mr. Watson wasn't 

aware of the conseqtences ,Of his:  action. If you can make 

heads or tails out of this;-.you are a-better.  persOn than I am. 

"Becertainlr knew' doctor,when he 

stabbed these peppIeft4henAe Shot theml  that 

thislwouidhend up in their deaths? 

Hp 	Hsknew, I would think so. 

"Q.. Didn't this show he was Ware of the 

consequencet of his Action? 

-"L. 	Weil, of that Consequence. 

Sr 0. 	All right, Let* .s talk about some 

other consequences. Assuming that he told Linda 

Kasabianr  this is a hypothetical, assuming that 

he told Linda to wipe the fingetprints off of 

those knives before she threw them out the 

window, wouldn't this also show an awareness of 

the consequences of his action?' 
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4.  

5 

"A. 	Of that part, yes," 

You just listen to this gobbledygOok. 

"4 	Did. you read Dianne Lake's testi- 

mony- at thid trial to the effect that Mr. 

Watson- made her promise not to tell anyone 

that he told her he had killed Sharon, Tate? 

Did you read that testimony? 

"A, 	No. 

"4 	Assuming that to bee-a fact, assuming 

that he did tell Dianne Lake or make Dianne Lake 

promise not to tell anyone, wouldn't that indicate 

ari awareness of the consequences of what he had 

done? 

"4 	Now, she is the one in Texas? 

11 cf, 	No. Dianne Lake was a formet member 

of Mr. ganson's family, a 16-or 17-year-old girl. 

And when was this done? 

"4: Supposedly, according-  to her testi-

mony„ about a week and a half after these murders 

in Olancha, California- According to her testi-

Wony, Mr.. Watson told her that he had stabbed 

Sharon tate to death, then he made her promise 

not to tell anyone about it..  

"Now, assuming this to'be true, what 

would this indicate to you? 

nk 	Well, my understandinq of his condi- 

tion Vas that he was coming out of his acute 

drug use during that period, 
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• Nizt, - A week and a .half after the murders 

,'•-"" which was around August the 24th ,.. 

because,  he left roughly at the end of the month 

of :October -- "it is your opinion then that -when 

he told Dianne Zake-, assuming he did tell her„ 

that he was thinking more Clearly at that point 

because he had stopped ingesting dtugs1 is that 

__,,,torrect7 

--"‘;` 	well, my opinion is that. in that 

jnonth that 	 he was using lesS drugs. and 

--that--he became., as. it. Were, more rational in his. 

-thinking and his values began to improve and that 

he then as a consequence of that made a prompt 

'exod,U-S to Texas," 

**' -. Again. I am: reading more than. / normally dol. but 

16 	just 'to show - 	• 
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Assuming again that this event took 

glace about a week and a half-after these murders, 

in Mancha, just a week and a half, are you saying 

then that within, that week and a half period Id.r. 

Watson now recognized what he had done and he 

realized the consequences of his act? 

L 	I would say that he was -- I don't 
• 

• 
know exactly the period --II 

Ile doesn't know exactly the period.. If he didn't 

make it as a: psychiatrist, as a comedian there is not going 

to be any problem,. -- 

"I don't know exactly the period or his 
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drug State, but X would say that would gilts him 

time to improve from. his. drug-induced state, 

particularly the acute effect of the drugs he 

-Taal using. If he took no more, he -should be 

out in that period of time „ at least have all 

,the drugs cleared from his system, so that he 

wasn't, acutely intoxicated with drugs., which 

should improve his performance:. 

"This is all based upon the assump-

tion then that he was under the influende-  of 

LSD and other drugs at the time of-these murders? 

	

.11L 	Yes. l believe they had a 2.0-t-,.tO. do 

with his"  ehavior that night.'  

	

n(); 	Are. yon aware, Doctor, that-ihe 

Bianca: residence at 3301 Watrerly. Drive is -in the 

Griffith Park area of Los Angeles? 
17 	 A. 	Well, I didn't know exactly where it 
ta 	Was.. 

19 	 • ma 	Are you aware that it is in that 

20. 	 general .area of Los Feltz. DriVe? 

.21 	 nA, 	Yes. 

22 	 "9; 	You said that there .Traai.,  have beep a 

23: 	 ,change in Mr.. Watson's mental Condition about a 

24 	 Week'. and a half after these Murders.? Letts bring 

25 	 it at a. little closer to the time of the 'murder. 

26 	 "Assuming that Barbara Voyt testified 

27 	that :a.. day after the murders she told Charles Tex 

28 	 Watson; that. Leslie Van Houton-  hid in the back 
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house at the ranch from some men who had given 

het a ride back from the Griffith Park area. 

°Assuming then that Charles Tex 

Watson told Barbara Hoyt, 'Don't talk to anyone 

About Griffith Patk. We were :at a love-in." 

"Assuming that situation, only one 

day after these murders, what would that indidate 

to you? 

"A. - I guess he didn't. want to tell her-

about what really happened. 

	

.°R. 	Do you have any opinion why he'wOuldet 

want to tell her? 

	

°11. 	Well, I would have to. speculate but I 

gather he didzilt want to tell her the truth or he 

wanted to giVe her some other impression.  

	

. °Q.. 	We 'know that, Doctor. I at assuming 

that this took place. We know that: / am asking 

you how, What his State of mind was to cause him 

to tell her that,,, YoU were the psychiatrist. 

"X 	Well, I haven't eXatined him on that 

point. I really don't know why he would do it. 

All I can say is' that the conditions that he had, 

hada certain duration, they don't ,clear in a day, 

and.they sort of feed on one.another, namely, the. 

acute intoxication is going to aggravate the 

folic a deux, aggravate the chronic brain state. 

In-other words, he was still in this folie a 

deuk sitUatiOni  this brain syndrome situation, 
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IP a.  Was still in that situation, let's 

""' 

.'sten to thi'S incredible statement by Dr. Ditmam 

-- he is the:star witne-ss'for the defense, in terms of drugs 

-Wouleyou consider speed to be a 

"A. 

dtug? 

Yes. 

Is LSD .a -dangerous drug and a powerful 
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not being aware of the consequences- of his act. 

say One day after the murders, but a week and a 

half after the murders, be had. changed? 

Well, he could be surely aware but I. 

would say that -- I mean, he was not able to 

maturely and meaningfully reflect.' 

We weren't even talking about maturely andmeaningt 

fully reflect-; Weren't even talking about it, but he wait so 

hopelessly confused, going back and fOrth in circles, that he 

couldn't think, so he blurts. out/  "he couldn't maturely and 

meaningfully reflect.' -11adno.teldvance to what we were talk- 

ing about. 

powerful drug'? 

"Yes. 

WW1& you consider it to be a dangerOus 

drug? 

"X . Yes. 

"g 	Is belladonna taken in root form a 

dangerous and a powerful drug? 

Yes. 

Is cocaine a dangerous and powerful 
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drug? 

Yes". 

I believe you testified that the drugs 

that Mr. Watson took, I believe. you testified 

wouldn't create such a condition, I mean that other 

people Would be able •to notice it; is that Correct? 

11/1, 	The 'hallucinogenic drugs and even 

stimulating drugs, the effect can be 'central or 

psychic, so that unless a person gets, as it• were; 

an appreciation of what is going on in the person4s 

mind, they may not be aware that-the person is 

under the influence of any drug. T mean, there IS 

no odor as there is 'with alcohol. 

"Q. 	So• what you Are saying then is that if 

someone took these four powerful dangerous drugs;  

all four' of them, all are powerful and dangerous-

drugs, according to your testimony -- speed, 

cocaine, LSD and belladonna -- they had it in their 

systems  they could talk to someone and there would 

be no manifestation at all,. They would just appear 

completely normal? 

"Is that your testimony? 

No, I didn't say no manifestation --

to the. casual or the uninitiated observer, there 

May not be, may not appear anything 'particular 

abnormal. 

To the casual observer, what would he rIco 

notice? 

• 

S 
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"L. 	He would notice dilation of the pupils. 

"That is'one thing with atropine, the one thing 

with LSD that you can rely on. 

"Q. 	Anything else? 

"11. 	That is the main thing.. Now -- 

11( 	Are you through with your answer? 

"L. 	I suppose that is enough for the 

Moment., yes." 

If a person takes a simple sleeping pill. --what 

-.do they call. it Sleep-Hte, a. sleeping pill 	when the pill 

starts to take effect, normally., the person becomes a little 

droway and they might even yawn or stretch with a, sleeping 

pill and ,yet this inoredibie 	Ditman says that a person 

' could-have fOr.of the Most powerful dangerous drugs imaginable 

in their system: cocainel  speed, belladonna and LSD and he 

• said the only thing that would happen that Would be observable 

would-be a dilation- .of the pupils-and no. -one would be able to 

observe. that they were -Under the influence of anything. 

How can anyone have any confidence in. any conclusi 

a man like this makes, -when -a child -- a child would haVe 

enough -cotmion sense not to make a. remark like that. 

If he had read. Brooks Poston and Paul Watkins and 

'David Neale's testimony, he would haVe found that this man. 

here -- and this is the man we are concerned about, ladies and ,  

gentlemene  riot some olawc individual called: Hato lidianer -- 

we are concerned with lex -Watson 	he would have learned that 

just with LSD in his system., it was very observable to these 

other three peoplel  that he was under the influence of - 
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That is not even with cocaine, belladonna and 

speed, because LSD alone, it was very obvious to these people 

that Watson was under the influence.. 

This incredible doctor Said you can take four 

powerful dangerous druga like that and other than a dilati= 

of the pupils, no one would-  have the foggiest idea that you. 

had. these drugs in your system.. 

Dr. Andre Tweed.-- Dr. Twaed examined Patricia 

Krenwinkel at the last trial aftd testified during the penalty 

trial with respect to her. 

Dr. Tweed testified that on ;the night of the La 

Bianca murdersi  he doesn't believe that Watson knew what was 

going to happen until Wattonarriled at. the La Bianca residence 

That is an incrpdible,k4t.-df testimony, but it is 

on Page- 41188, Volume 26. 

This kind of naivete is hard to believe coming 

from a doctor who has had -as much experience as Dr. Tweed, 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19. ladies and gentlemen. 

20 
	

On the night of the La Bianca, murders, you can 

21 rest assured. that when Tex Watson left with the group atSpahn 

-22 Ranch r  he knew that he wasn't going ddwn to any dairy cream 

23 
	

for a milk shake. He, knew that he, was going out to commit 

24 murder and Dr. Tweed said that he.doesn't think Watson knew 

25 
	until he found himself in front of the residence. 

26 
	

Dr. Tweed testified that he is opppsed to the death,  

27 penalty. l think it is obvious that Dr. Tweed -- and I will 

commend him for that -- is a defense psychiatrist who at least 28 
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28 

read :Linda Katabian-'s testimony.; but I think it is pretty 

obv1oUs. that he is. a quote defense- psychiatrist, unquote, 

and .I will tell you Why. 

40, 	Well/  Doctor, - wouldn't you say that 

. thepercentage of time that you testified for the 

prosecution in a capital case is very low? 

Yes. I would -say that but. so. what?" 

Well, the "so what" is this, ladies and gentlemen 

-- 'to what"-  is this: When- the percentage of times that a 

-doctor testifies fot the prosecution is. not only low but very 

chanCes are it is not just a coincidence. The chances 

are that- the particular doctor is predisposed toward the 

defense and I suggest that Dr. Tweed is ptedisposed towards 

the defense. 

Dr. Markham 10' the doctor that didn't even prepare 

a written report on his examination of Mr. Watson. Like Dr. 

Tweed, it is' obvious he is a-defenSe pSychiatrist. 

Out of 10 capital -cases, he can only remember-  one 

Case where the prosecatiOn called 'him. to the stand -- 1 out 

of 

Again, yogi ask yourselfwhether that is .a coincidence 

or- whether Dr. Markham, like Dr. Tweed, is a defense psychia- 

trist. 

-As you know, Dr. Markham testified that Mr. Watson 

dld' not have the mental capacity to:maturely and meaningfully 

reflect upon the gravity of his acts, but he was asked by-Mr. 

15ubriek why he reached this opinion. 

He said: 
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25 

, 

"The acts in themselves I feel were 

sufficiently biZarre that they preclude meaning-

ful and mature reflection." 

In other words, the doctorl. in effect, was saying 

that these murders were so bizarre that none of the killers 

could have maturely and meaningfully reflected upon the gravity 

of the• ,contemplated act.. 

In other words, Mattson, Atkins., ErenWinkel, and 

Van Houto'xi, - Should not be convicted of first degree murder 

ecapse, the murders were so bizarre. 

-t - The position is totally without merit. The fact 

that,a--murdir is bizarre obviously does not mean that the 

• 
 

'.̀ killer` could not have maturely and meaningfully reflected upon 

the.graVity of his act. 

Markham also said that Watsonrs lack of 

emotion , in, committing these murders shows he couldn't maturely 
• 

- and meaningfully- reflect, 

 

 

Well, in thp first places  Dr:. Markham wasn't there, 

ladies and gentlemen. Be doesn't know -- for all he knows, 

Mr. Watson was very emotional during these murders. 

For all Dr. Markham knows, Tex Watson may have 

been gritting his teeth and releasing all types of hostilities
-

when he was stabbing these victims, but even assuming that 

Watson did commit these murders in a- somewhat unemotional 

fashion, that is not unusual. Unemotional killings are. rather .  

-d canton in history -- the -SS guards at the German extermination 

camps, hired killers. --Most executions are unemotional. 

When you come right down to it, ladies and 

 

• 27 

28 
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gentlemen, in the last analysis, what were these murders? 

-Those murders were planned executions, clear and simple. That 

man over there was the chief executioner. 

Well, let me say this: eased on the evidence that 

came frot that Witness- stand, how .can anyone -- how can anyone 

have any 'Confidence in a psychiatrist's Ability to diagnose a 

defendant's State of mind at the time of the murders, whether 

-he premeditated and -deliberated things like that'. 

No-. 	Deliberation, premeditation, malice afore- 

thought are legal terms., not medical terms.; • 

Secondly, how in the world can. anyone _have any 

confidence in a profession whose ,members cannot agree-, on. any-
thing? stow: can you have confidence in a Profession like that? 

In our case here, which was typical, prosecution 

psychiatrists testified and the defense psychiatriststestified 

another 'way. 

If you were driving a heavy truck over-  a bridge 

an you consulted three engineers and you said, "I want to know 

whether this bridge can sustain the weight of Tay truck," and 

one, engineer said "Yes." 

The other engineer says "No," and the other 

.engineer says, "I don't _know . " 

Would you have confidence, enough confidence in 

these engineers to drive that truck Jol yours over that bridge/ 

What has happened during this trial is not =Usual. 

it is completely typical. / think you can draw the inference-; 

if you walked -into just about any court where a defendant has 

entered a plea of not guilty by reason of insanity, and has 
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presented evidence of diminished mental capacity, the prosecu-

tion psychiattist is going one way and the defense psychiatrist 

is going the other way. 

'To have confidence in a profession lice that, 

ladies and gentlemen, is pure unadulterated folly. 

Psychiatrists may be -helpful in solving a pertoWs. 

emotional- problems and giving theM advice. They might be 

helpful in'that area, but I say that when they step. into the 

legal arena and try to rendet opinions On whether a defendant 

had a mental .capacity to commit a ctimei I say they are like -

fish Out of water. 

Dr, Suatet in'his.article entitled-  "A Critique of 

the Psychiatrist's Role as an Expert Witness," in so many words 

says the same. thing. 

He writes on Page 31823, Dr. SUarez; 

z' It it the plea hete. to restore the 

ptyChiatrists to the role of the-typical expert 

and. thus keep- him. within the bounds of the first 

step and not ask Or Coerce him to cross the line 

and becoMe involVed in the legal issues or the 

judicial task, because .he has no business there." 

A couple more pages and we can all go home. 

Dtring vo±r dire, Mr* Kay and I told you,444 Judge 

Alexander will tell you in his instructions, the same thing,. 

We have told you that you folks, not the psychiatrists, are 

the trier and judges of the facts, inCluding Mr. Watson's state 

of mind at the time Of these murders and that the psychiatrists 

wo4e only here to help you make up your -mind* 
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Wel]. they didn't help,  very much, did they? All 

the did was add a lot of confusion. 

I told you during the voir dire and' I tell you now 

that the testimony of the,  psychiatrist was not an end in and 

of itself.. If it were-, there wouldn It. be any need for a trial 

and there: wouldn't be any need for you folks. 

The final determination -of' whether Mr. Watson had 
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28 

the mental, capadity„-to commit first degree murder- rests solely 

and exclusiVely, with yoii:folka, not the psychiatrists. 

Voir :dire You all.  promised Mr. Kay and me 

that you were- wining' to 'assume that responsibility. How are • 

you going to assume that 'responsibility, ladies and gentlemen? 

There is- only _One- way for you to decide these iSsues of dimin-

ished mental Capacity, deliberation, .premeditiation, et cetera 

common sense:, ladies and gentlemen, good old-fashioned 

common sense, 'your, common .sense. 

You have to look at -Matson1.s conduct and his state- 

ments on these two nights of murders ind from his conduct and 

from his statements infer whether he. had the requisite mental 

capacity to 'be: guilty of first degree murder. 

Thank you. My voice is just about gone, anyway, 

Judge.. 

THE .COURTS Ladies and gentlemen, so you will know what 

the schedule. is, Mr. Bugliosi will finish, his argumeht tomorrow 

You will receive this case Thursday morning. 

Now, we will recess at this time until tomorrow 

morning at 91 3-U and \once again, do not form or express any' 

opinion in this case. Do not diScuss it among yourselves 
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or With anyone else. 

Please keep an oper1 mind and remember what said 

about the news media. Thank you,. 

MA adjournment was taken until Wednesday, 

October 6, 1971, at 9'130 .a.m.)L 
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